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Overview of 5.1 Instructions 

About This Supplement 

This supplement includes two sections, a conceptual overview and a dictionary. The 
first section introduces the new Paris instructions for Version 5.1. It is organized by 
groups of functionally related features. The second section contains reference docu
mentation for the 5.1 features, organized alphabetically. In a future printing, this sup
plement will be merged with the Paris Reference Manual. 

Features New with Paris 5.1 

The following categories of features are new with Paris, Version 5.1. 

Complex Numbers 

Most Paris operations previously available for integers and floating-point numbers 
now are supported for complex operands. Complex numbers are defined to have real 
and imaginary parts, each represented as a floating-point number. 

More formally, a complex floating-point data item is specified by three parameters 
exactly like those for a floating-point data item: a bit address a, a significand length s, 
and an exponent length e. The data item consists of two consecutive floating-point 
data items, with the real part at address a and the imaginary part at address 
a + s + e + 1. The total number of bits in the representation is 2(s + e + 1), and the data 
item occupies the bits with addresses a through a+2(s+e)+ 1, inclusive. 

The prefix c- designates instructions that take one or more complex operands. 

CM_complex_t is the type of a complex immediate operand in C. 
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Complex Unary Arithmetic Operations 

Paris Version 5.1 includes the following unary operations on complex operands: 

CM:f-c-abs-2-1 L 
CM:c-abs-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:c-nagata-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:c-axp-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:c-ln-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:c-sqrt-{1, 2}-1L 
CM:c-c-signum-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:c-conjugata-{1, 2}-1L 
CM:c-raciprocal-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:c-f-cls-2-1 L 
CM:f-c-phasa-2-1 L 

A full set of transcendental and trigonometric functions on complex numbers are also 
now available. 

CM:c-{a,-}sln-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:c-{a,-}cos-{1, 2}-1L 
CM:c-{a,-}tan-{1, 2}-1L 
CM:c-{a,-}sinh-{1, 2}-1L 
CM:c-{a,-}cosh-{1, 2}-1L 
CM:c-{a,-}tanh-{1, 2}-1L 

Complex Binary Arithmetic Operations 

Paris Version 5.1 includes complex versions for most binary operations. Basic addi
tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division are provided. 

CM:c-add{-, -constant, -always, -const-always}-{2,3}-1L 
CM:c-subtract{-, -constant, -always, -const-always}-{2,3}-1L 
CM:c-multiply{-, -constant, -always, -const-always}-{2,3}-1L 
CM:c-dlvida{-, -constant, -always, -const-always}-{2,3}-1 L 

A complete set of complex exponentiation operations is also included. 

CM:c-{c, f, s, u}-powar{-, -constant}-{2, 3}-1 L 
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Special cases of complex reverse subtraction and reverse division are supported. 

CM:c-divintoh -always}-2-1L 
CM:c-divlnto-{constant, const-always}-{2, 3}1L 
CM:c-subfrom{-, -always}-2-1L 
CM:c-subfrom-{constant, const-always}-{2, 3} 1 L 

Complex Arithmetic Comparisons 

3 

The two essential comparison operations are available for complex numbers: equal 
and not-equal. 

CM:c-eq{-, -constant, -zero}-1L 
CM:c-ne{-, -constant, -zero}-1L 

Complex Move and Read/Write Processor 

Copying complex data between CM fields is supported by these instructions: 

CM:c-move-2L 
CM:c-move{-, -constant, -always, zero}-1L 
CM:c-move-{const, zero}-{ always}-1 L 

Transferring data between the eM and the front end is accomplished with the follow
ing instructions: 

CM:c-read-from-processor-1 L 
CM: c-write-to-processor-1 L 
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Complex NEWS Communication 

General communication and communication with computation is provided for com
plex numbers by the following instructions: 

CM: multispread-c-add-1 L 
CM: reduce-with-c-add-1 L 
CM:scan-with-c-add-1 L 
CM:send-with-c-add-1 L 
CM:spread-with-c-add-1 L 

Global reduction is performed on complex numbers by the following instruction: 

CM: global-c-add-1 L 

Field Aliasing 

A field alias is a field-id that references a field already referenced by at least one other 
field-id. By using field aliases, it is possible to reference the same eM memory field 
from within different VP sets. 

These are the operations that create, destroy, and manipulate field aliases: 

CM: change-field-alias 
CM: is-field-an-alias 
CM: make-field-alias 
CM: remove-field-alias 
CM: set-field-alias-vp-set 

Power of Two NEWS 

A new instruction, with both conditional and unconditional versions, performs near
neighbor communication between processors that are separated by a particular dis
tance. That distance must be a power of two, measured in intervening processors and 
inclusive of the source processor. Instructions of the following form support power of 
two NEWS communication: 

CM: get-from-power-two {., -always} -1 L 
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Floating-Point Conversion 

It is now easy to convert floating-point numbers between the IEEE format used in the 
Connection Machine system and VAX floating-point format. The following new in
structions provide this capability: 

CM:f-ieee-to-vax-1 L 
CM:f-vax-to-ieee-1 L 

NEWS With Floating-Point Combiners 

Paris Version 5.1 introduces instructions that calculate a special form of binary addi
tion, subtraction, and multiplication in which one operand is retrieved from a NEWS 
neighbor of the destination field. 

CM:f-news-add{-, -always}-{2, 3}-1 L 
CM:f-news-add-const{ -, -a}-3-1 L 
CM:f-news-add{-, -const}-mult-4-1L 

CM:f-news-sub{-, -always}-{2, 3}-1L 
CM:f-news-sub-const{ -, -a}-3-1 L 
CM:f-news-sub{ -, -const}-mult-4-1 L 

CM:f-news-mult{-, -always}-{2, 3}-1L 
CM:f-news-mult-const{-, -a}-4-1L 
CM:f-news-mult{ -, -const}-add-4-1 L 
CM:f-news-mult{ -, -const}-sub-4-1 L 

Floating-Point Multiplication 
and Reverse Subtraction Combined 

A new set of instructions combine floating-point multiplication with reverse subtrac
tions in a variety of ways. 

CM:f-mult-subf{-, -const}-1L 
CM:f-mult-const-subf{-, -const}-1L 
CM:f-subf-const-mult{ -, -const}-1 L 
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Floating-Point Modulo Division and Rounding 

Floating-point modulo division and rounding instructions are added to Paris with 
Version 5.1. 

CM:f-mod{-, -constant}-{2, 3}-1L 
CM:f-f-round-{1, 2}-1 L 

Floating-Point Exponentials and Logarithms 

CM:f-exp2-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:f-log2-{1, 2}-1 L 
CM:f-log10-{1, 2}-1 L 

Integer Exponentiation 

In Version 5.0, integer exponentiation was supported only by instructions of this form: 

CM:s-s-power{-, -constant}-{2, 3} -1L 

In Version 5.1, Paris supports a complete suite of integer exponentiation instructions: 

CM: {s, u}-{s, u}-power-3-3L 
CM: {s, u}-{s, u}-power-constant-2-1 L 
CM: {s, u}-{s, u}-power-constant-3-{1, 2}L 

Moves Across VP Sets 

Now it is possible to move data between VP sets. A new instruction allows copying all 
or a portion of one multi-dimensional block of data from the current VP set into a 
similarly shaped region in another VP set. Moves across VP sets is supported by the 
following instruction: 

CM:cross-vp-move-1 L 
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Heap Compression 

After turning automatic heap compression off, programmers can control heap com
pression explicitly with this new operation: 

CM:compress-heap 

Interned Geometries and Vp Sets 

Paris 5.1 supports a special class of geometry and VP set objects: interned objects. In
terned objects are created with instructions whose names begin with CM: intern. Un
like a geometry or VP set created by one of the operations with CM:create in its name, 
an interned geometry or VP set may be be accessed simply by describing it-the id 
need not be known. This interning facility is especially useful to compiler writers. Also, 
interning can render application programs more readable by allowing data created 
within the same VP set to use different names for the VP set id. 

The instructions that return interned geometries and VP sets are: 

CM: intern-geometry 
CM: intern-detailed-geometry 
CM: intern-identical-vp-set 

Notice that a geometry or VP set may either be interned or uninterned and remains 
one or the other throughout the duration of its existence. For instance, a geometry cre
ated with CM:create-geometry may not subsequently be interned with a call to 
CM:intern-geometry; the CM:intern- and CM:create- instructions result in substan
tively different kinds of objects. 
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F-C-ABS 

The absolute value of the source field is returned in the destination field. 

Formats CM:f-c-abs-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest 

source 

The fioating-point destination field. 

The fioating-point source field. 

ABS 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of the dest field in this format is s + e + 1. The 
total length of the source field in this format is 2( s + e + 1). 

Overlap The dest field must be either identical to source, identical to (source+s+e+l), 
or disjoint from source. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and fiag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the cUN'ent-vp-set do 
if context-flag[ k] = 1 then 

dest[ k] _ ..;"'( s~o-u-rc-e'P':[k""].-,.e-a-::"ln)2~+~( s-o-u-rc-e'P':[ k .... ].-:"ima-g...,)~2 

if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag[ k] - 1 

The absolute value of the source operand is placed in the dest operand. 
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ACOS 

C-ACOS 

Computes, in each selected processor, the arc cosine of the complex source field and stores 
it in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-acos-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-acos-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s+ e + 1). 

Overlap The souree field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag{k] = 1 then 

dest[k] _ cos-1 souree[k] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag{k] _ 1 

The arc cosine of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 

The following definition of arc cosine determines the range and branch cuts for a complex 
number z. 
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ACOSH 

C-ACOSH 

Computes, in each selected processor, the arc hyperbolic cosine of the complex source field 
and stores it in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-acosh-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-acosh-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags otJerjlo1JJ-jlag is set iffioating-point over:flow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and :flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-Jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-tJp-set do 
if contezt-jlag(le] = 1 then 

dest(le] +- cosh-1 source[le] 
if (over:flow occurred in processor Ie) then otJerjlow-Jlag(le] +- 1 

The arc hyperbolic cosine of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 

The following definition of inverse hyperbolic cosine determines the range and branch cuts 
of a complex number z. 

11 



ADD 

C-ADD 

The sum of two complex soure<e values is placed in the destination field. 

Formats CM:c-add-2-1L 
CM: c-add-always-2-1L 
CM: c-add-3-1L 
CM: c-add-always-3-1L 
CM: c-add-constant-2-1L 
CM: c-add-const-always-2-1 L 
CM: c-add-constant-3-1L 
CM: c-add-const-always-3-lL 

dest/source1, souree2, s, e 
dest/ source1, souree2, s, e 
dest, souree1, source2, s, e 
dest, source1, souree2, s, e 
dest/ Bource1, souree2-value, s, e 
deBt/Bource1, Bouree2-value, s, e 
dest, source1, source2-value, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree2-value, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex first source field. souree1 

source2 The complex second source field. 

souree2-value A complex immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

a, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, souree1, and 
souree2 fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
2(s+e+1). 

Overlap The fields souree1 and source2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same format. 
It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition if (always or contezt-flag(k] = 1) then 
dest[k] +- source1[k] + souree2[k] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag(k] +- 1 

Two operands, aource1 and aource2, are added as complex numbers. The result is stored 
into memory. The various operand formats allow operands to be either memory fields or 
constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains one source operand. 

The constant operand souree2-value should be a double-precision complex front-end value 
(in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, 
the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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ASIN 

C-ASIN 

Calculates the arc sine of the complex source field values and stores the result in the complex 
des tination field. 

Formats CM:c-asin-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-asin-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the cUM'ent-t7p-set do 
if contezt-ftag(k] = 1 then 

dest[k] _ sin-1 source[k] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-fiag[k] - 1 

The arc sine of the value of the source field is stored into the deBt field. 

The following definition of arc sine determines the range and branch cuts of a complex 
number z. 

-ilog (i x % + -/1- %2) 
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ASINH 

C-ASINH 

Calculates the arc hyperbolic sine of the complex source field values and stores the result 
in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c:-asinh-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c:-asinh-2-11 dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flap overflow-jlag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-jlag(le] = 1 then 

dest(le] +- sinh-1 source[le] 

The arc hyperbolic sine of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 

The following definition of the inverse hyperbolic sine determines the range and branch cuts 
for a complex number z. 
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ATAN 

C-ATAN 

Calculates the arc tangent of the complx source field values and stores the result in the 
complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-atan-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-atan-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffloating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then . 

dest[k] +- tan-1 source[k] 

The arc tangent of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 

The following definition for arc tangent determines the range and branch cuts for a complex 
number z. 

- i log ( 1 + i x z) x J (1 : z2) ) 
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ATANH 

C-ATANH 

Calculates the 8.t'C hyperbolic tangent of the complex source field values and stores the result 
in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-atanh-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-atanh-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the· same 
format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag{ Ie] = 1 then 

dest [Ie] +- tanh -1 source[ Ie ] 

The arc hyperbolic tangent of the value of the source field is stored into the deat field. 

The following definition of the arc hyperbolic tangent determines the range and branch cuts 
for a complex number z. 
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CHANGE-FIELD-ALIAS 

CHANGE-FIELD-ALIAS 

Changes the referent of the specified field alias. 

Formats CM: change-field-alias alias-ill, field-id 

Operands alias-id An alias field-id. This must be an alias field-id returned by 
CM: make-field-alias. It need not be in the current VP set. 

field-id A field-id. This field need not be in the current VP set. 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the context-flag. 

The alias field id alias-id is made to reference the field identified by field-id. This function 
allows field aliases to be recycled. 

After a call to CM: change-field-alias, the field length and the physical length associated with 
alias-id are exactly what they would be if CM: make-field-alias had been called with field-id. 

An error is signaled if the physical length of the aliased field is not exactly divisible by the 
VP ratio of vp-set. (For more on the physical length associated with an alias field see the 
Dictionary entry for CM: make-field-alias.) 

The alias field-id can be used in all the same ways as a regular field-id can, with the following 
exceptions • 

• It cannot be passed to CM:dealiocate-heap-field • 

• It cannot be passed to CM:dealiocate-stack-through. 
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CIS 

C-F-CIS 

Calculates the cosine and sine for the floating-point source field and stores the result in the 
complex destination field. . 

Formats CM:c-f-cis-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The floating-point source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of the dest field in this format is 2( s + e + 1). The 
totalleilgth of the source field in this format is .. + e + 1. 

Overlap The source field must be either identical to dest, identical to (dest + s + e + 1), 
or disjoint from dest. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-jlag{k] = 1 then 

dest[k].real +- cos source[k] 
dest[k].imag +- sinsource[k] 

The result is a complex number whose real part is the cosine of the source and whose 
im.aginary part is the sine of the source. The term cis signifies cos +i sin. 
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COMPRESS-HEAP 

COMPRESS-HEAP 

Invokes the heap compression mechanism on demand. 

Formats CM: compress-heap 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the context-flag. 

Heap compression removes heap memory fragmentation. 

By default, the configuration variable CM:*heap-comression-enabled* is T (true), causing 
automatic heap compression whenever the stack and heap try to grow into each other. 
Therefore, under normal circumstances it not necessary to use the CM:compress-heap in
struction. 

Automatic heap compression can, however, make performance calculations unpredictable. 
To ensure deterministic performance, set CM: *heap-comression-enabled* to NIL (false, 
0), arrange data structures to avoid fragmentation where possible, and explicitly invoke 
CM:compress-heap as necessary. 

The variable CM:*heap-compression-messages-enabled* determines whether a message is 
issued when heap compression occurs. By default, this value is T (true, 1) and heap 
compression messages are issued. If this variable is NIL (false, 0), heap compression occurs 
without report. 
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CONJUGATE 

C-CONJUGATE 

The conjugate of the complex source field is placed in the complex dest field. 

Formats CM:c-conjugate-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-conjugate-2-11 dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-l1p-set do 
if contezt-jlo.g[k] = 1 then 

dest[k ].real - source[k ].real 
dest[k].imag - -source[k].imag 

Given a complex number C the conjugate C' consists of a real part equal to the real part of 
C and an imaginary part equal to the negation of the imaginary part of C. The conjugate 
of the complex source field is placed in the dest field. 
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cos 

c-cos 
Calculates the cosine of the complex source field and stores the result in the complex 
destination field. 

Formats CM:c-cos-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-cos-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Op erands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2( s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flacs overflow-flag is set if:8.oating-point over:8.owoccurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and :8.ag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the CUJTent-vp-set do 
if conte:d-flag( k] = 1 then 

dest [k] +- cos source[ k ] 
if (over:8.ow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag(k] +- 1 

The cosine of the value of the complex source field is stored into the complex dest field. 
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COSH 

C-COSH 

Calculates, in each selected processor, the hyperbolic cosine of the complex source field 
value and stores it in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-cosh-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-cosh-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-Jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the cU1Tent-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- coshsource[k] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag(k] +- 1 

The hyperbolic cosine of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 
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CROSS-VP-MOVE 

CROSS-VP-MOVE 

Places a copy of all or a portion of the source field, taken from the current VP set, into the 
destination field, in another VP set. Specified axes and coordinates of the source VP set 
are mapped to specified axes and coordinates of the destination VP set and data is copied 
according to this mapping. . 

Formats CM:cross-vp-move-lL dest, source, azis-mapping, 
source-azis-coords, dest-azis-coords, len 

Operands dest The dest field. This is in the destination VP set. 

The source field. This is in the current VP set. 

Overlap 

Context 

source 

azis-mapping A front-end vector of unsigned integer values, optionally in-
cluding the null value CM: *no-axis*. The length of this vector is 
equal to the number of axes in the current VP set. 

source-azis-coords A front-end vector of unsigned integer values, option-
ally including the null value CM: *no-axis*. The length of this vec
tor is equal to the number of axes in the current VP set. 

dest-azis-coords A front-end vector of unsigned integer values, optionally in
cluding the null value CM: *no-axis*. The length of this vector is 
equal to the number of axes in the dest VP set. 

len The length of the dest and source fields. This must be non-negative 
and no greater than CM:*maximum-integer-length*. 

There are no constraints, because overlap is not possible. 

The non-always operations are conditional. 

The always operations are unconditional. 

In each participating processor, len bits are copied from the source field into the sp ecified 
dest field, which may be in another processor. 

The three arguments azis-mapping, source-azis-coords, and dest-azis-coords specify the size, 
shape, and orientation of the source data and of its destination. These are signed integer 
vectors. The length of the first two is equal to the rank (number of dimensions) of the 
current VP set (which is also the source VP set). The length of the third is equal to the 
rank of the destination VP set. 

First, azis-mapping specifies, by position and value, a mapping between the axes of the 
source VP set geometry and the axes of the destination VP set geometry. Thus, source axis 
A maps to destination axis azis-mapping[A]. Any mapped axes must be of equal length. 
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CROSS·VP·MOVE 

Wherever azis-mapping contains the value CM:*no-axis*, only one element along the cor
responding source axis is copied to the destination geometry. In this case, the cross-vp 
mapping is determined by the next two arguments. 

The source-azis-coords vector specifies a coordinate point along each axis not mapped in the 
azis-mapping vector. The source-azis-coords vector must contain the null value CM: *no
axis. wherever the azis-mapping vector does not. Conversely, wherever azis-mapping con
tains the null value, source-azis-coords must contain an integer. 

Each integer in the source-azis-coords vector specifies a coordinate along the corresponding 
source VP set axis. For example, if source-azis-coords[A] = B, only data of coordinate B 
along axis A of the source geometry will be copied to the destination geometry. 

The dest-azis-coords vector specifies a coordinate point along each axis not mapped in the 
azis-mapping vector. Destination VP set axes are mapped in the azis-mapping vector by 
value. Thus, if azis-mapping[A] = B, then dest-azis-coords(B] must be CM:*no-axis*; the 
remaining dest-azis-coords elements must be integers. 

Each integer in the dest-azis-coords vector specifies a coordinate point along the correspond
ing destination VP set axis. For example, if dest-azis-coords[A] = B, only coordinate B 
along axis A of the destination geometry will receive data from the source geometry. 
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DIVIDE 

C-DIVIDE 

The quotient of two complex source values is placed in the destination field. 

Formats CM: c-divide-2-1L 
CM: c-divide-always-2-1 L 
CM: c-divide-3-1L 
CM: c-divide-always-3-1L 
CM: c-divide-constant-2-1L 
CM: c-divide-const-always-2-1L 
CM:c-divide-constant-3-1L 
CM: c-divide-const-always-3-1 L 
CM: c-divinto-2-1L 
CM: c-divinto-always-2-1 L 
CM: c-divinto-constant-2-1L 
CM: c-divinto-const-always-2-1 L 
CM: c-divinto-constant-3-1L 
CM: c-divinto-const-always-3-1 L 

dest/ souree1, souree2, s, e 
dest/ souree1, souree2, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree2, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree2, s, e 
dest/ souree1, souree2-11alue, s, e 
dest/ souree1, souree2-11alue, s, e 
dest, souree1, source2-11alue, s, e 
deBt, source1, souree2-11alue, s, e 
dest/ source2, souree1, s, e 
dest/source2, souree1, s, e 
dest/ souree2, souree1-11alue, s, e 
dest/ souree2, souree1-11alue, s, e 
dest, souree2, source1-11alue, s, e 
dest, source2, source1-11alue, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. This is the quotient. 

The complex first source field. This is the dividend. 

The complex second source field. This is the divisor. 

Overlap 

FlalS 

Context 

source1 

source2 

souree1-11alue A complex immediate operand to be used as the first source. 

source2-11alue A complex immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, source1, and 
souree2 fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
2(s+e+l). 

The fields souree1 and souree2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same format. 
It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

test-flag is set if division by zero occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

ol1erftow-flagis set iffioating-point overfiow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

This operation is conditional. The destination and fiags may be altered only 
in processors whose eontezt-Jlag is 1. 
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DIVIDE 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if (always or contezt-flag(k] = 1) then 

dest[k] +- source1[k]/souree2[k] 
if souree2 [k] = 0 then test-flag( k] +- 1 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overftow-ftag(k] +- 1 

The souree1 operand is divided by the source2 operand, treating both as complex numbers. 
The result is stored into memory. The various operand formats allow operands to be either 
memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains one source 
operand. 

The constant operand source2-value should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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EQ 

C-EQ 

Compares two complex source values. The test-flag is set if they are equal, and otherwise 
it is cleared. 

Formats CM:c-eq-ll 
CM: c-eq-c:onstant-ll 
CM: c:-eq-zero-ll 

soureel, souree2, s, e 
sourcel, source2-value, s, e 
sourcel, s, e 

Operands soureel The complex first source field. 

The complex second source field. source2 

souree2-value A complex immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. For CM:c:-eq-zero-ll, this implicitly has the value zero. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the soureel and source2 
fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 2( s + e + 1). 

Overlap The fields sourcel and souree2 may overlap in any manner. 

Flags test-flag is set if sourcel is equal to souree.!; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The flag may be altered only in processors 
whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the cUJTent-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then 

if soureel [k] = source2[k] 
test-flag(k] - 1 

else 
test-flag(k] - 0 

Two operands are compared as complex numbers. The first operand is a memory field; the 
second is a memory field or an immediate value. The test-flag is set if the first operand is 
equal to the second operand, and is cleared otherwise. Note that comparisons ignore the 
sign. of zero; +0 and -0 are considered to be equal. 

The constant operand source2-value should be a double-precision complex front-end value 
(in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, 
the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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EXP 

C-EXP 

The exponent of the complex source field is stored in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-exp-l-lL dest/source, S, e 
CM:c-exp-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags o1Jerflow-flag is set iffioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose conte~-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor lc in the current-1Jp-set do 
if contezt· flag(lc] = 1 then 

dest[lc] .- exp source[lc] 
if (overflow occurred in processor lc) then o1Jerjlow-flag(lc] .- 1 

The value e- is stored into the dest field, where s is the value of the source field, and e is 
the base of the natural logarithms; e ~ 2.718281828 •.• 
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EXP 

F-EXP 

Calculates, in each selected processor, the exponential function 2-, where s is the floating
point source field, and stores the result in the floating-point destination field. 

Formats CM:f-exp2-1-1l dest/source, s, e 
CM:f-exp2-2-1l dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

The floating-point source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is s + e + 1. 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the 
same format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag[k] = 1 then 

if source[k] = +00 then 
dest[k] +- +00 

else if source[k] = -00 then 
dest[k] +- +0 

else 
dest[k] +- 2_ourc:c[1e] 

if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag[k] +- 1 

Call the value of the source field S; the value 2- is stored into the dest field. 
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GET -FROM-POWER-TWO 

GET -FROM-POWER-TWO 

Each processor gets a message from a processor that is a specified distance away in the 
NEWS grid. The distance must be a power of two. 

Formats CM:get-from-power-two-lL dest, source, lIZis, 1og-2-distance, direction, len 
CM:get-from-power-two-always-lL dest, source, azis, log-2-distance, direction, len 

Operands dest The destination field. 

The source field. 

Overlap 

Context 

source 

An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

log-2-distance An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the 
base 2 logarithm of distance, where distance must be a power of 
2. 

direction Either: upward or : downward. 

len The length of the dest and source fields. This must be non-negative 
and no greater than CM:*maximum-integer-length*. 

The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
bit fields are identical if they have the same address and the same length. 

The non-always operations are conditional. The destination may be altered 
only in processors whose contezt-Jlag is 1. 

The always operations are unconditional. The destination may be altered 
regardless of the value of the contezt-Jlag. 

Note that in the conditional case data storage depends only on the contezt-ftag 
of the processor receiving the data, not on the contezt-Jlag of the processor 
from. which the data is obtained. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
if (always or contezt-Jlag[le] = 1) then 

let 9 = geometry( current-vp-set) 
dest(le] - source [ news-relative(g, Ie, azis, direction, log-2-distance)] 

where news-relative is defined in the NEWS Communication section of the 
Instruction Set Overview chapter. 

The dest field in each processor receives the contents of the source field of that processor's 
relative along the NEWS axis specified by azis, in the direction specified by direction, and 
at the distance specified by log-2-distance. 
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GET -FROM-POWER-TWO 

The immediate operand log-2-distance, is log2 distance, where distance is the distance, along 
axis azis, between each destination processor and the source processor from which it re
trieves data. In terms of this operand, distance is 2'o,.!.di.taf&ce. 

If direction is :upward then each processor retrieves data from a relative whose NEWS coor
dinate is (coordinate + distance mod azis-length). For most processors" this means getting 
from a processor whose coordinate is greater. The GET wraps around however; the pro
cessor whose coordinate is greatest retrieves data from the processor whose coordinate is 
(0 + distance). 

If direction is :downward then each processor retrieves data from a relative whose NEWS 

coordinate is (coonlinate - distance mod azis-length). For most processors, this means 
getting from a processor whose coordinate is less. The GET wraps around however; the 
processor whose coordinate is zero retrieves data from the processor whose coordinate is 
(mtu-coonlinate( azis) - distance). 
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GLOBAL-ADD 

GLOBAL-C-ADD 

The sum of the values in the complex source field is returned to the front end as a complex 
number. 

Formats result +- CM:global-c-add-lL source, s, e 

Operands source The complex source field. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the source field. The 
total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Result A complex number, the sum,of the source field. 

Overlap There aTe no constraints, because overlap is not possible. 

Context This operation is conditional. The result returned depends only upon proces
sors whose contezt-Jlag is 1. 

Definition Let P = { m lOS m < CM: *user-send-address-limit* } 
Let S = {m 1m EPA contezt-Jlag(m] = 1} 
If lSI = 0 then 

return +0 to front end 
else 

return (E source[m]) to front end 
. meS 

The CM: global-c-add-ll operation sums the source field values from all selected processors, 
treated as complex numbers. The sum is sent to the front-end computer as a complex 
number and returned as the result of the operation. If there aTe no selected processors, 
then the value +0 is returned. 
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IEEE-TO-VAX 

F-IEEE-TO-VAX 

Converts the floating-point source field values from IEEE floating-point format to VAX 

floating-point format and stores the result in the destination field. 

Formats CM:f-ieee-to-vax-1L vaz-dest, ieee-source, len 

Operands vaz-dest The floating-point destination field. 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

ieee-source The floating-point source field. 

len The length of the vaz-dest and ieee-source fields. The value of len 
must be either 32 or 64. 

The fields vaz-dest and ieee-source may overlap in any manner. 

overflow-flag is set if the ieee-source cannot be represented in the destination 
field; otherwise it is cleared. If ieee-source represents 00 or NaN, then vaz-dest 
is set to the "undefined variable" value in VAX format and the overflow-flag 
is cleared. If ieee-source represents -0.0, it is converted to VAX 0.0 and the 
overflow-flag is cleared. 

This operation is conditional. The flag may be altered only in processors 
whose contezt-flag is 1. 

The Connection Machine operates internally on floating point data in IEEE format whereas 
the VAX uses a VAX floating-point format. In each active processor, this function converts 
a fioating-point field in standard IEEE format to a field in VAX format. 

The value of len specifies the precision of vaz-dest. If len is specified as 32, then VAX 'F' 
format is used. If len is specified as 64, then VAX 'D' format is used. 

VAX and IEEE floating-point formats are incompatible, so there are a number of potential 
inaccuracies in the translation. In general, if the conversion is accurate then the overfiow 
flag is cleared; if inaccurate, then the overfiow flag is set. See the flags description above. 

This instruction is useful for rapidly converting fioating-point data to VAX format, even if a 
VAX front end is not being used. For u;ample, if data is to be transferred from a file in the 
CM file system to a VAX, CM:f-ieee-to-vax-1L should be called before writing the data file. 

All Paris CM to front end data transfer functions automatically convert the data to the 
appropriate front-end format so it is not necessary to call CM:ieee-to-vax before calling, for 
instance, one of the read-from-news-array instructions. 

To convert data back to IEEE fioating-point format, see the definition of CM:f-vax-to-ieee
lL. 
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INTERN-DETAILED-GEOMETRY 

INTERN-DETAILED-GEOMETRY 

Returns an interned geometry given detailed information about how the grid is laid out. 

Formats result +- CM:intern-detailed-geometry a:I:is-descriptor-afTay, [rank] 

Operands a:I:is-descriptor-afTaY A front-end vector of descriptors for the grid axes. In 
the C interface, the elements of the azis-descriptor-array must 
be of type CM.axis..descriptor -1:, that is, they must be pointers to 
structures of type CM.axis..descriptor. 

Result 

Context 

In the Lisp interface, the azis-descriptor-afTaY may be either a list 
of descriptors or an array of descriptors. 

rank An unsigned integer, the rank (number of dimensions) of the 
azis-descriptor-afTaY. This must be in between 1 and CM: *max
geometry-rank*, inclusive. This argument is not provided when 
calling Paris from Lisp. 

A geometry-id, identifying the existing or newly created interned geometry. 

This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the contezt-flag. 

By using interned geometries, modules that require identical geometries can use identical 
geometries - without having to keep track of the geometry-id's. 

CM:intern-detailed-geometry takes an array of descriptors. Each descriptor describes one 
NEWS axis in some detail. Most of the components are unsigned integers, but the value of 
the ordering component must be either: news-order or : send-order. The CM: create-detailed
geometry dictionary entry defines the type of the ordering component and of the descriptor 
for each language interface. 

CM:intern-detailed-geometry is identical to CM:create-detailed-geometry with this exception: 
it returns an interned geometry-ide An interned geometry-id is a geometry-id returned by 
CM: intern-detailed-geometry or by CM: intern-geometry; a geometry-id returned by CM: create
detailed-geometry or by CM: create-geometry may not be interned. 

CM:create-detailed-geometry returns a unique, uninterned geometry-id each time it is called. 
In contrast, CM: intern-detailed-geometry returns an existing interned geometry-id if it can. 
If there is an interned geometry with an axis descriptor array that matches the supplied 
azis-descriptor-afTaY, it is returned. Otherwise, CM:intern-detailed-geometry returns a new 
interned geometry-ide The returned geometry-id may be used to create a VP set or to 
respecify the geometry of an existing VP set. 
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INTERN-DETAILED-GEOM ETRY 

Once the intemed geometry has been created, the user may destroy the atTay created to 
provide the dimension information. All necessary information is copied from this array 
when the geometry is created. 
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INTERN-GEOMETRY 

INTERN-GEOMETRY 

Returns an interned geometry given grid axis lengths. 

Formats result +- CM: intern-geometry dimension-array; [rank] 

Operands dimension-array A front-end vector of unsigned integer lengths of the 

Result 

Context 

grid axes. In the Lisp interface, this may be a list of dimension 
lengths instead of an array of dimension lengths, at the user's 
option. 

rank An unsigned integer, the rank (number of dimensions) of the 
dimension-array. This must be in between 1 and CM:*max
geometry-rank., inclusive. This argument is not provided when 
calling Paris from Lisp. 

A geometry-id, identifying the existing or newly created interned geometry. 

This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the contezt-jlag. 

By using interned geometries, codes that require identical. geometries can. use identical. 
geometries - without having to keep track of the geometry-id's. 

CM:intern-geometry is identical. to CM:create-geometry with this exception: it returns an 
interned geometry-ide An interned geometry-id is a geometry-id returned by CM:intern
geometry or by CM:intern-detailed-geometry; a geometry-id returned-by CM:create-geometry 
or by CM: create-detailed-geometry may not be interned. 

CM:create-geometry returns a unique, uninterned geometry-id each time it is called. In 
contrast, CM:intern-geometry returns an existing interned geometry-id if it can. If there is 
a geometry, created by CM:intern-geometry and with dimensions that match those specified 
in dimension-array, it is returned. Otherwise, CM: intern-geometry returns a new interned 
geometry-ide The returned geometry-id may be used to create a VP set or to respecify the 
geometry of an existing VP set. 

The dimension-array must be a one-dimensional. array of nonnegative integers; each must 
be a power of two. The product of all these integers must be a multiple of the number of 
physical. processors attached for use by this process. 

The geometry is laid out so as to optimize performance under the assumption that the axes 
are used equally frequently for NEWS communication. The operations CM:create-detailed
geometry or CM: intern-detailed-geometry may be used instead to more precisely control layout 
for performance tuning. 
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Once the interned geometry has been created, the user may destroy the array used to 
provide the dimension information. All necessary information is copied out of this array 
when the geometry is created. 
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INTERN-IDENTICAL-VP-SET 

INTERN-IDENTICAL-VP-SET 

Returns an interned VP set, within which fields may be allocated. 

Formats result +- CM:intern-identical-vp-set geometry-id 

Operands geometry-id A geometry-ide 

Result A vp-set-id, identifying the existing or newly allocated interned VP set. 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the contezt-jlag. 

This operation returns a vp-set-id for an interned VP set. An interned VP set is a VP 
set referenced by a vp-set-id returned by CM:intern-identical-vp-set. VP set interning allows 
different modules to reference identical VP sets and reduces VP set memory management 
overhead. 

CM:intern-identical-vp-set returns an existing, interned vp-set-id if there is an existing, in
terned VP set whose geometry is identical to the geometry specified by geometry-ide Oth
erwise, CM:intern-identical-vp-set returns a new, interned vp-set-id. 

Once a VP set has been created as interned, it may never be uninterned. Similarly, an 
uninterned VP set (created for instance with CM:create-vp-set) may never become interned. 

An interned VP set may be used in the same ways as an uninterned VP set. For instance, 
it may be given to other Paris operations in order to create memory fields in which data 
may be stored. It may also be deallocated with CM:deallocate-vp-set. 
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IS-FIELD-AN-ALIAS 

Returns true if the specified field-id is an alias field-id, false otherwise. 

Formats result - eM: is-field-an-alias field-id 

Operands field-id A field-ide 

Result True if field-id is an alias field-id, and false otherwise. 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the contezt-jlag. 

This operation allows a program to determine whether a given field-id is an alias field
id created with eM: make-field-alias as opposed to a regular field-id created with a field 
allocation instruction such as eM: allocate-stack-field. 
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C-LN 

The natural logarithm of the complex source field values is placed in the complex destination 
field. 

Formats CM:c-ln-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-ln-2-1l dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(8 + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags test-flag is set if the source is zero; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-1Jp-set do 
if contezt-flag[le] = 1 then 

dest(le] +-Insource[le] 

The value In s is stored into the dest field, where 8 is the value of the source field. This is 
the natural logarithm to the base e ~ 2.718281828 .... 
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F-LOG2 

The base two logarithm of the floating-point source field is placed in the floating-point 
destination field. 

Formats CM:f-log-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:f-log-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

The floating-point source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is s + e + 1. 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the 
same format. 

Flags test-flag is set if the source is zero; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose conte~t-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-1Jp-set do 
if conte~t-flag(k] = 1 then 

dest[k] - logz source[k] 

The value logz s is stored into the dest field, where s is the value of the source field. This 
is the logarithm to the base two of the floating-point source field. 
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F-LOGIO 

The base ten logarithm of the floating-point source field is placed in the floating-point 
destination field. 

Formats CM:f-loglO-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:f-loglO-2-1l dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

The floating-point source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 8 + e + 1. 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the 
same format. 

Flags test-jlag is set if the source is zero; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-jlag[k] = 1 then 

dest[k] - 10glo source[k] 

The value IOg10 8 is stored into the dest field, where 8 is the value of the source field. This 
is the logarithm to the base ten of the floating-point source field. 
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MAKE-FIELD-ALIAS 

Creates a new field-id that points to an existing field. 

Format. result +- CM: make-field-alias field-id 

Operands field-id. A field-id.This field need not be in the current VP set. 

Result A field-id, the alias field-ide This id initially resides in the current VP set. 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the conte~t-flag. 

The return value is a field alias. It is a new field-id that identifies the same area of memory 
as does field-ide 

The original field-id can be in a VP set other than the current VP set. The returned alias 
field-id initially resides in the current VP set. The alias field-id can be used in all the same 
ways as a regular field-id can, with the following exceptions. 

• It cannot be passed to CM: deallocate-heap-field • 

• It cannot be passed to CM:deallocate-stack-through. 

Associated with a field alias is a physical length, which is the number of bits that the field 
occupies in each physical processor. The physical length is equal to the field length (the 
number of bits the field occupies in each virtual processor) multiplied by the VP ratio of 
the current VP set. 

It is possible for the physical length of an alias field to be different from the physical length 
of the original field. This is the case when make-field-alias is called on a field in a VP set that 
has a VP ratio different from the VP ratio of the current VP set. Suppose, for example, 
the current VP ratio is 32. If we make an alias for a 32-bit field that resides in a VP set 
with a VP ratio of 1, the resulting alias field is a 1 bit field (in a VP ratio of 32). 
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F-MOD 

The residue of one floating-point source value divided by another is placed in the destination 
field. Overflow is also computed. 

Formats CM:f-mod-2-1L deatl aOlLreel, aOlLrce2, a, e 
CM:f-mod-3-1L deat, aOlLreel, aOlLrce2, a, e 
CM:f-mod-constant-2-1L deatlaolLreel, aOlLree2-vallLe, a, e 
CM:f-mod-constant-3-1L deat, aOlLreel, aOlLree2-vallLe, a, e 

Operands deat The floating-point destination field. This is the quotient. 

The floating-point first source field. This is the dividend. 

The floating-point second source field. This is the divisor. 

aOlLreel 

aOlLrce2 

source2-vallLe A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

a, e The significand and exponent lengths for the deat, aOlLree1, and 
aOlLree2 fields. The total length of an operand in this fonnat is 
s+e+1. 

Overlap The fields aOlLreel and aouree2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the deat field. Two 
floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags test-flag is set if division by zero occurs; otherwise it is cleared. 

overflow-ftagis set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flags may be· altered only 
in processors whose eontezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the elLrrent-vp-aet do 
if eontezt-ftag[ k] = 1 then 

if aOlLree2 [k] = 0 then 
deat[k] .- (unpredictable) 
teat-jlag[ k] .- 1 

else 

l aOlLreel k J deat[k] .- aOlLreel[k] - aOlLree2[k] X aOlLree2 k 

teat-jlag[k] .- 0 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overftow-ftag[k] .- 1 
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The residue resulting from the reduction of the floating-point source1 operand divided by 
the source2 operand is stored in the dest field. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. 

The constant operand source2-value should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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C-MOVE 

Copies a complex source value into the destination field. 

Formats CM:c-move-2L 
CM:c-move-lL 
CM:c-move-always-lL 
CM: c-move-constant-l L 
CM: c-move-const-always-lL 
CM: c-move-zero-lL 
CM: c-move-zero-always-lL 

de8t, 8ource, d8, de, 88, 8e 
de8t, 8ource, 8, e 
de8t, 8ource, 8, e 
de8t, 8ource-value, 8, e 
de8t, 8ource-value, 8, e 
de8t, 8, e 
de8t, 8, e 

Operands de8t The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

80Urce 

8ource-value The complex source field. For CM:c-move-zero-lL and CM:c-
move-zero-always-1L, this implicitly has the value zero. 

8, e The significand and exponent lengths for the de8t and 80Urce fields. 

dB, de 

ss, se 

The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

For CM:c-move-2L, the significand and exponent lengths for the 
de8t field. The total length of an operand in this format is 2( ds + 
de + 1). 

For CM: c-move-2L, the significand and exponent lengths for the 
source field. The total length of an operand in this format is 
2(ss + se + 1). 

The fields dest and source may overlap in any manner. 

overflow-flag is set if the result cannot be represented in the destination field; 
otherwise it is cleared. This can occur only for eM: c-move-2L. 

The non-always operations are conditional. The destination and flag may be 
altered only in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

The always operations are unconditional. The destination and flag may be 
altered regardless of the value of the contezt-flag. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the cu1Tent-vp-set do 
if (always or contezt-flag[k] = 1) then 

dest[k] - source[k] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag[k] - 1 
else overflow-flag( k] - 0 

as appropriate. 
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The source field or value is copied into the dest field. 

However, overlapping fields are not handled carefully and should be avoided. 
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F-MULT-SUBF 

Calculates a value b - za and places it in the destination. 

Formats CM:f-mult-subf-1L dest, soureel, soured, soureeS, s, e 
CM:f-mult-const-subf-1L dest, souree1, souree2-value, soureeS, s, e 
CM:f-mult-subf-const-ll dest, souree1, souree2, sourceS-value, s, e 
CM:f-mult-const-subf-const-lL dest, soureel, souree2-value, soureeS-value, s, e 

Operands dest The fioating-point destination field. 

soureel The fioating-point first source field. 

soured The fioating-point second source (multiplier) field. 

source2-value A fioating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source (multiplier). 

sourceS The fioating-point third source (minuend) field. 

sourceS-value A fioating-point immediate operand to be used as the third 
source (minuend). 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, soureel, souree2, 
and sourceS fields. The total length of an operand in this format 
iss+e+1. 

Overlap The fields soureel, source2, and sourceS may overlap in any manner. Each 
of them, however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two fioating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the 
same format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffioating-point over:8.owoccurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and :8.ag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-Jlag is i. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-ftag(k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- sourceS[k] - (soureel[k] x source2[kD 
if (over:8.ow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag(k] +- 1 

Two operands souree1 and source2 are multiplied as floating-point numbers and the product 
is subtracted from a third operand, soureeS. The result is stored into memory. The various 
operand formats allow operands to be either memory fields or constants. 
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The constant operands source2-value and source3-value should be double-precision front
end values (in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). The constants are then 
converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e before the operation is performed. 

A call to CM:f-mult-subf-1L is equivalent to the sequence 

CM: f-multiply-3-1L 
CM:f-subtract-3-1L 

but may be faster. 

temp, aourcel, source2, s, e 
dest, source3, temp, a, e 
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C-MULTIPLY 

The product of two complex source values is placed in the destination field. 

Formats eM: c-multiply-2-1L 
eM: c-multiply-always-2-1 L 
eM: c-multiply-3-1 L 
eM: c-multiply-always-3-1 L 
eM: c-multiply-constant-2-1L 
eM: c-multiply-const-always-2-1L 
eM: c-multiply-constant-3-1L 
eM: c-multiply-const-always-3-lL 

dest/source1, soureef~, s, e 
dest/ souree1, souree~, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree~, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree~, s, e 
dest/ source1, souree~-value, s, e 
dest/ source1, souree~-value, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree~-value, s, 'e 
dest, source1, source~-value, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

source1 The complex first source field. 

souree~ The complex second source field. 

soured-value A complex immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, souree1, and 
source~ fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
2(s+e+l). 

Overlap The fields 8Ouree1 and source~ may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same format. 
It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the eurrent-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag{k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- source1[k] x souree~[k] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag{ k] +- 1 

Two operands, source1 and soured, are multiplied as complex numbers. The result is stored 
into memory. The various operand formats allow operands to be either memory fields or 
constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains one source operand. 
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The constant operand source2-value should be a double-precision complex front-end value 
(in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, 
the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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MUL TISPREAD-C-ADD 

The destination field. in every selected processor receives the sum of the complex floating
point source fields from all processors in the same hyperplane through the NEWS grid. 

Formats CM:multispread-c-add-ll dest, source, azis-mask, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

source The complex source field. 

azis-mask An unsigned integer, the mask indicating a set of NEWS axes. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-tJp-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( current-tJp-set) 
let .,. = rank(g) 
let azis-set = {m I 0 ~ m < .,. A (azis-mask(m) = 1)} 
let Cle = { m I mE hyperplane(g, k, azis-set) A contezt-jlag[m] = 1 } 

dest[k] +- ( E source[m]) 
mec. 

where hyperplane is as defined on page 34 of the Pam Reference Manual. 

See page 34 for a general description of multispread operations. The CM: multispread-c-add 
operation combines source fields by performing complex floating-point addition. 

A call to CM: muitispread-c-add-IL is equivalent to the sequence 

for all integers j, 0 :S j < rank(geometry(current-tJp-set», in any sequential order, do 
if azis-mask(j) = 1 then 

CM: spread-with-c-add-IL dest, source, j, s, e 

but may be faster. 
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C-NE 

Compares two complex source values. The test-flag is set if they are not equal; otherwise it 
is cleared. 

Formats CM:c-ne-1L sourcel, source2, s, e 
CM:c-ne-constant-1L sourcel, source2-value, s, e 
CM:c-ne-zero-1L sourcel, s, e 

Operands sourcel The complex first source field. 

source2 The complex second source field. 

source2-value A complex immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. For CM:c-ne-zero-1L, this implicitly has the value zero. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the sourcel and source2 
fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 2( s + e + 1). 

Overlap The fields sourcel and source2 may overlap in any manner. 

Flags test-flag is set if sourcel is not equal to source2; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The flag may be altered only in processors 
whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-}lag[ k] = 1 then 

if sourcel[k] 1= source2[k] 
test-flag[k] - 1 

else 
test-ftag[k] - 0 

Two operands are compared as complex numbers. The first operand is a memory field; the 
second is a memory field or an immediate value. The test-flag is set it the first operand is 
not equal to the second operand, and is cleared otherwise. Note that comparisons ignore 
the sign of zero; +0 and -0 are considered to be equal. 

The constant operand source2-value should be a double-precision complex front-end value 
(in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, 
the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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C-NEGATE 

Copies a complex number with both signs inverted. 

Formats CM:c-necate-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-necate-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag{ k] = 1 then 

dest[k].real - -source[k].real 
dest[k].imag - -source(k].imag 

A copy of the ,ource operand, with both sign bits inverted, is placed in the dest operand. 
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F-NEWS-ADD 

The sum of two floating-point source values (one from a NEWS neighbor) is placed in the 
destination field. 

Formats CM: f-news-add-2-1L 
CM: f-news-add-always-2-1 L 
CM: f-news-add-3-1L 
CM:f-news-add-always-3-1L 
CM:f-news-add-const-3-1L 
CM: f-news-add -const-a-3-1 L 

dest, source, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, source, aN, direction, s, e 
dest, source1, source2, aN, direction, s, e 
dest, source1, source2, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, source1, source2-value, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, source1, source2-value, azis, direction, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

The floating-point source field. 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

source 

source1 The floating-point first source field. 

source2 The floating-point second source field. 

source2-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

tJZIS An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

direction Either : upward or :downward. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, source1, and 
source2 fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
s+e+1. 

The fields source1 and source2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical.· 

overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

The non-always operations are conditional. The destination and flag may be 
altered only in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

The always operations are unconditional. The destination and flag may be 
altered regardless of the value of the contezt-flag. 

Note that in the conditional cases the storing of data depends only on the 
contezt-flag of the processor receiving the data. 
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Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag[le] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( current-vp-set) 
dest[le] +- sourcel [Ie] + source2[ news-neighbor(g, Ie, azis, direction)] 
if (overflow occurred in processor Ie) then overftow-flag[le] +- 1 

where news-neighbor is is defined in the NEWS Communication section of the 
Instruction Set Overview Chapter. 

Two source operands are added as floating-point numbers and the result is stored in dest. 
The various operand formats allow source operands to be either memory fields or constants. 
Each instruction takes one source field from a NEWS neighbor; the default is souree2. 

The instructions with two operands take source from a NEWS neighbor, sum it with dest 
and store the result back in dest. 

For the instructions CM:f-news-add-3-1L and CM:f-news-add-always-3-1L, souree2 is taken 
from a NEWS neighbor. 

The instructions CM:f-news-add-const-3-1L and CM:f-news-add-const-a-3-1L take soureel 
is from a NEWS neighbor. Note that the a in CM:f-news-add-const-a-3-1L stands for "always." 

If direction is : upward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS co
ordinate is one greater along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is greatest retrieving 
data from the processor whose coordinate is zero. 

If direction is :downward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS 

coordinate is one less along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is zero retrieving data 
from the processor whose coordinate is greatest. 

The constant operand soured-value should be a double-precision front-end val.ue (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 

A call to CM:f-news-add-lL is equivalent to the sequence 

CM: get-from-news-IL temp, soured, azis, direction, len 
CM:f-add-3-1L dest, sourcel, temp, s, e 

but is faster at high VP ratios and requires little temporary memory. 
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F-NEWS-ADD-MULT 

Calculates the value (a + z )6, where one of the operands is taken from a NEWS neighbor, 
and places the result in the destination. 

Formats CM:f-news-add-mult-4-1L dest, sourcel, source2, source3, azis, direction, s, e 
CM:f-news-add-const-mult-4-1L dest, sourcel, source2-value, source3, a:J:is, directio1 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

source 1 The floating-point first source field. 

source2 The floating-point second source field. 

source2-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

source3 A floating-point immediate operand to be use~ as the third source. 

azis An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

direction Either: upward or :downward. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, source1, and 
source2 fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
s+e+1. 

Overlap The fields sourcel and source2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overjl.ow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose conte:J:t-jlag is 1. Note that in the conditional cases the 
storing of data depends only on the conte:J:t-flag of the processor receiving the 
data. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
if conte:J:t-flag( Ie] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( current-vp-set) 
dest[le] +- (sourcel + source2[news-neigh6or(g, Ie, azis, direction)]) X source3[1e: 
if (overflow occurred in processor Ie) then overjl.ow-flag(le] +- 1 
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The sum of two source operands is multiplied by the value of a third source operand. The 
result is stored in deBt. The various operand formats allow operands to be either memory 
fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains one source operand. 
Each instruction takes one source field from a NEWS neighbor; the default is souree2. 

The CM:f-news-add-mult-4-1L instruction takes souree2 from a NEWS neighbor. For the 
CM:f-news-add-const-mult-4-1L instruction, souree2 is a constant and source3 is taken from 
a NEWS neighbor. 

If direction is : upward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS co
ordinate is one greater along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is greatest retrieving 
data from the processor whose coordinate is zero. 

If diredion is : downward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS 

coordinate is one less along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is zero retrieving data 
from the processor whose coordinate is greatest. 

The constant operand souree2-value should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in efi"ect, to the format specified by s and e. 

A call to CM:f-news-add-mult is equivalent to the sequence 

CM:get-from-news-1L temp, souree2, azis, direction, len 
CM:f-add-mult-1L souce1, temp, souree3, s, e 

but is faster at high VP ratios and requires little temporary memory. 
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F-NEWS-MULT 

The product of two floating-point source values (one from a NEWS neighbor) is placed in 
the destination field. 

Formats CM: f-news-mult-2-1L 
CM: f-news-mult-always-2-1L 
CM:f-news-mult-3-1L 
CM: f-news-mult-always-3-1L 
CM: f-news-mult-const-3-11 
CM: f-news-mult-const-a-3-11 

dest, source, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, source, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, souree1, soureeJ~, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, souree1, soureeJ~, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, souree1, source~-value, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, souree1, source~-value, azis, direction, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

The floating-point first source field. 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

souree1 

souree~ The floating-point second source field. 

source~-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

azis An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

direction Either: upward or :downward. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, source1, and 
source~ fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
s+e+1. 

The fields source1 and soured may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

overflow-jfag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

The non-always operations are conditional. The destination and flag may be 
altered only in processors whose contezt-jfag is 1. 

The always operations are unconditional. The destination and flag may be 
altered regardless of the value of the contezt-jfag. Note that in the conditional 
cases the storing of data depends only on the contezt-jfag of the processor 
receiving the data. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
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if contezt-ftag(k] = 1 then 
let 9 = geometry( current-vp-Bet) 
dest[k] +- source1 [k] X source2 [news-neighbor(g, k, azis, direction)] 
if (overft.ow occurred in processor k) then overflow-fiag[k] +- 1 

Two source operands are multiplied as floating-point numbers. The result is stored in deBt. 
The various operand formats allow operands to be either memory fields or constants; in 
some cases the destination field initially contains one source operand. Each instruction 
takes one source field from a NEWS neighbor; the default is source2. 

The instructions with two operands take source from a NEWS neighbor, multiply it with 
deBt, and store the result back in dest. 

For the instructions CM: f-news-mult-3-lL and CM: f-news-mult-always-3-1l, source2 is taken 
from a NEWS neighbor. 

For the instructions CM:f-news-mult-const-3-1L and CM:f-news-mult-const-a-3-1L, Bource1 
is taken from a NEWS neighbor. Note that the Gin CM:f-news-mul-const-always-3-1l stands 
for "always." This is necessary to meet the 31 character limit on instruction names. 

If direction is : upward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS co
ordinate is one greater along ais, with the processor whose coordinate is greatest retrieving 
data from the processor whose coordinate is zero. 

If direction is :downward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS 

coordinate is one less along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is zero retrieving data 
from the processor whose coordinate is greatest. 

The constant operand 8ource2-value should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by B and e. 

A call to CM:f-news-mult-3-1l is equivalent to the sequence 

CM:get-from-news-ll temp, Bource2, GZis, direction, len 
CM:f-multipIY-3-1l dest, source1, temp, B, e 

but is faster at high VP ratios and requires little temporary memory. 
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F-NEWS-MULT-ADD 

The product of two floating-point source values (one from a NEWS neighbor) is added to 
yet another floating-point source value; the result is placed in the destination field. 

Formats CM:f-news-mult-add-4-1L dest, souree1, source2, sourceS, am, direction, s, e 
CM:f-news-mult-const-add-4-11 dest, source1, soured-value, sourceS, azis, directio1 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

sourcel The floating-point multiplicand (from news neighbor) field. 

source2 The floating-point multiplier field. 

source2-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the mul-
tiplier. 

sourceS The floating-point augend field. 

sourceS-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the au-
gend. 

azis An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

direction Either : upward or :downward. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, sourcel, and 
sourcd fields. The total length of an operaitd in this format is 
s+e+1. 

Overlap The fields sourcel, source2, and sourceS may overlap in any manner. Each 
of them, however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the 
same format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose eontezt-jlag is 1. 

Note that in the conditional cases the storing of data depends only on the 
eontezt-jlag of the processor receiving the data. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the eurrent-vp-set do 
if contezt-jlag(k] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( eurrent-vp-set) 
dest[k] +- sourcel[k] X source2[news-neighbor(g,k, azis, direction)] + source3[k 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-jlag(k] +- 1 
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Two operands at"e multiplied as floating-point numbers; to the product is added a third 
operand. The result is stored into memory. The various operand formats allow operands to 
be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. Each instruction takes one source field from a NEWS neighbor; the 
default is source!. 

For CM:f-news-mult-add-4-1L, source! is taken from a NEWS neighbor. 

For CM:f-news-mult-const-add-4-1L, source! is a constant and source3 is taken from a 
NEWS neighbor. 

If direction is : upward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS co
ordinate is one greater along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is greatest retrieving 
data from the processor whose coordinate is zero. 

If direction is :downward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS 

coordinate is one less along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is zero retrieving data 
from the processor whose coordinate is greatest. 

The constant operand source!-value or source3-value should be a double-precision front
end value (in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the" operation is 
performed, the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 

A call to CM:f-news-mult-add-4-lL is equivalent to the sequence 

CM:get-from-news-1L temp, source!, am, direction, len 
CM:f-multiply-3-1L temp, source1, temp, s, e 
CM:f-add-3-lL deBt, temp, source3, s, e 

but is faster at high VP ratios and requires little temporat"Y memory. 
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F-NEWS-MULT-SUB 

From the product of two floating-point source values (one from a NEWS neighbor) is sub
tracted yet another floating-point source value; the result is placed in the destination field. 

Formats CM:f-news-mult-sub-4-lL dest, soured, souree2, souree3, azis, direction, s, e 
CM:f-news-mult-const-sub-4-1L dest, souree1, souree2-value, souree3, 

azis, direction, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

souree1 The floating-point multiplicand field. 

soured The floating-point multiplier field. 

soured-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the mul-
tiplier. 

souree3 The floating-point subtrahend field. 

souree3-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the sub-
trahend. 

azis An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

direction Either: upward or :downward. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, source1, and 
soured fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
s+e+1. 

Overlap The fields souree1, souree2, and source3 may overlap in any manner. Each 
of them, however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the 
same format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overjlow-jlag is set iffloating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and :flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Note that in the conditional cases the storing of data depends only on the 
contezt-jlag of the processor receiving the data. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-jlag[k] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( current-vp-set) 
dest[k] 4- source1[k] X souree2[news-neighbor(g,k, azis, direction)] - source3[A 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overJlow-jlag[k] 4- 1 
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Two operands, 8ource1 and soured, are multiplied as floating-point numbers; from the 
product is subtracted a third operand, soureeS. The result is stored into memory. The 
various operand formats allow operands to be either memory fields or constants; in some 
cases the destination field initially contains one source operand. Each instruction takes one 
source field from a NEWS neighbor; the default is 8ource!. 

For CM:f-news-mult-sub-4-1L, 80ured is taken from a NEWS neighbor. 

For and CM:f-news-mult-const-sub-4-1L, source! is a constant and 80ureeS is taken from a 
NEWS neighbor. 

H direction is : upward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS co
ordinate is one greater along tU:is, with the processor whose coordinate is greatest retrieving 
data from the processor whose coordinate is zero. 

H direction is :downward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS 

coordinate is one less along tU:is, with the processor whose coordinate is zero retrieving data 
from the processor whose coordinate is greatest. 

The constant operand 8oured-value or 8ourceS-value should be a double-precision front
end value (in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is 
performed, the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by 8 and e. 

A call to CM:f-news-mult-sub-4-1L is equivalent to the sequence 

CM:get-from-news-1L temp, 8oured, tU:is, direction, len 
CM:f-multiply-3-1L temp, souree1, temp, 8, e 
CM:f-subtract-3-lL de8t, temp, soureeS, s, e 

but is faster at high VP ratios and requires little temporary memory. 
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F-NEWS-SUB 

The difference of two fioating-point source values (one from a NEWS neighbor) is placed in 
the destination field. 

Formats CM : f-news-sub-2-11 
CM:f-news-sub-always-2-1L 
CM:f-news-sub-3-11 
CM: f-news-su b-always-3-1 L 
CM:f-news-sub-const-3-1L 
CM: f-news-sub-c~st-a-3-1L 

dest, source, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, source, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, sourcel, source2, azis, direction, s, e 
dest, sourcel, source2, a:l:is, direction, s, e 
dest, source1, source2-value, a:l:is, direction, s, e 
dest, sourcel, source2-value, azis, direction, s, e 

Operands dest The fioating-point destination field. This is the difference, the 
result of the subtraction operation. 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

sourcel 

source2 

The fioating-point first source field) field. This is the minuend. 

The fioating-point second source field. This is the subtrahend. 

source2-value A fioating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

a:J:is An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

direction Either : upward or :downward. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, sourcel, and 
source2 fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
s+e+1. 

The fields sourcel and source2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
fioating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

overflow-flag is set if fioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

The non-always operations are conditional. The destination and fiag may be 
altered only in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

The always operations are unconditional. The destination and fiag may be 
altered regardless of the value of the contezt-flag. 

Note that in the conditional cases the storing of data depends only on the 
contezt-flag of the processor receiving the data. 
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Definition For every virtual processor 1c in the current-vp-set do 
if comezt-jlag(lc] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( current-vp-set) 
dest[lc] +- sourcel[lc] - souree2[news-neighbor(g,lc, azis, direction)] 
if (overflow occurred in processor lc) then overflow-jlag(lc] +- 1 

The operands are treated as as floating-point numbers and one is subtracted from another. 
The result is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be. either memory fields are constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. Each instruction takes one source field from a NEWS neighbor; the 
default is source2. 

The instructions with two operands take souree from a NEWS neighbor, subtract it from 
dest, and store the result stored back in dest. 

For the instructions CM:f-news-sub-3-1L and CM:f-news-sub-always-3-1L, source2 is ob
tained from a NEWS neighbor. 

For the instructions CM:f-news-sub-const-3-1L and CM:f-news-sub-const-a-3-1L, source2 is 
a constant and soureel is obtained from a NEWS neighbor. Note that the a in CM:f-news
sub-const-a-3-1L stands for "always." 

If direction is : upward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS co
ordinate is one greater along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is greatest retrieving 
data from the processor whose coordinate is zero. 

If direction is : downward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS 

coordinate is one less along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is zero retrieving data 
from the processor whose coordinate is greatest. 

The constant operand souree2-value should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 

A call to CM:f-news-sub-3-1L is equivalent to the sequence 

CM: get-from-news-1L temp, souree2, azis, direction, len 
CM:f-subtract-3-1L dest, sourcel, temp, s, e 

but is faster at high VP ratios and requires little temporary memory. 
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F-NEWS-SUB-MULT 

Calculates the value (a - z)6, when one of the operands is taken from a NEWS neighbor, 
and places the result in the destination. 

Formatl CM:f-news-sub-mult-4-1L deBt, soureel, Bouree2, source3, a:t:is, direction, s, e 
CM:f-news-sub-const-mult-4-1L dest, soureel, souree2-value, souree3, a:t:is, directi01: 

Operands deBt The floating-point destination field. 

source 1 The floating-point first source field. 

source2 The fioating-point second source field. 

Bource2-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

source3 The floating-point third source field. 

azis An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

direction Either : upward or :downward. 

B, e The significand and exponent lengths for the deBt, soureel, and 
source2 fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
s+e+1. 

Overlap The fields soureel and souree2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffloating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose eontezt-flag is 1. 

Note that in the conditional cases the storing of data depends only on the 
contezt-flag of the processor receiving the data. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the eurrent-vp-set do 
if eontezt-jlag(k] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( eurrent-vp-set) 
deBt[k] +- (soureel - souree2[ news-neigh6or(g, k, azis, direction)]) X souree3[k 1 
if (overfiow occurred in processor k) then overflow-jlag(k] +- 1 
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The difference of two operands is multiplied by the value of a third operand. The result 
is stored into memory. The various operand formats allow operands to be either memory 
fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains one source operand. 
Each instruction takes one source field from a NEWS neighbor; the default is so'Urce2. 

The CM:f-news-sub-mult-4-1L instruction takes so'Urce2 from a NEWS neighbor. For the 
CM:f-news-sub-const-mult-4-1L instruction, so'Urce2 is a constant and so'Urce3 is taken from 
a NEWS neighbor. 

If direction is : upward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS co
ordinate is one greater along lizis, with the processor whose coordinate is greatest retrieving 
data from the processor whose coordinate is zero. 

If direction is : downward then each processor retrieves data from the neighbor whose NEWS 

coordinate is one less along azis, with the processor whose coordinate is zero retrieving data 
from the processor whose coordinate is greatest. 

The constant operand so'Urce2-val'Ue should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 

A call to CM:f-news-sub-mult-4-1L is equivalent to the sequence 

CM:cet-from-news-lL temp, so'Urce2, tuJis, direction, len 
CM:f-sub-mult-lL dest, 8o'Urce1, temp so'Urce3, 8, e 

but is faster at high VP ratios and requires little temporary memory. 
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F-C-PHASE 

Calculates the phase of the complex source field and puts the result in the floating-point 
destination field. 

Formats CM:f-c-phase-2-lL dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of the dest field in this format is s + e + 1. The 
total length of the source field in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The dest field must be either identical to source, identical to (source+s+e+1), 
or disjoint from source. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose conte~d-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- atan2(source[k].imag, source[k].real) 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overjlow-jlag[k] +- 1 

The phase of a number is the angle part of its polar representation as a complex number. 
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C-C-POWER 

Raises a complex number to a complex power. 

Formats CM:c-c-power-2-1L 
CM: c-c-power-3-1 L 
CM: c-c-power-constant-2-1L 
CM: c-c-power-constant-3-1L 

destlsouree1, souree2, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree2, s, e 
destlsouree1, souree2-value, s, e 
dest, source1, souree2-value, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

souree1 The complex first source field. 

souree2 The complex second source field. 

soured-value A complex immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, source1, and 
source2 fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
2(s+e+l). 

Overlap The fields source1 and source2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same format. 
It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 
test-flag is set if zero is raised to a non-positive power; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional.' The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-}lag{Ie] = 1 then 

dest[le] ..... source1 [k ]_ourcd[kj 

if souree1 [Ie] = 0.0 and source2[1e].real S 0.0 
and source2[1e].imag = 0.0 then 

test-}lag{Ie] ..... 1 
else test-flag{ Ie] ..... 0 
if (overflow occurred in processor Ie) then overjlow-}lag{Ie] ..... 1 

The source1 field (the base) is raised to the power source2 (the exponent), using exp and 
In operations. 
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The result is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. 

The constant operand soured-value should be a double-precision complex front-end value 
(in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, 
the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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C-F-POWER 

Raises a complex number to a floating-point power. 

Formats CM:c-f-power-2-1L 
CM: c-f-power-3-lL 
CM: c-f-power-constant-2-lL 
CM: c-f-power-constant-3-1L 

destI source1 , souree1~, s, e 
dest, souree1, souree2, s, e 
destlsource1, souree2-value, s, e 
dest, souree1, source2-value, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

source1 The complex first source field. 

source2 The floating-point second source field. 

souree2-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and souree1 and 
source2 fields. The total length of the dest and souree1 field in 
this format is 2( s + e + 1). The total length of the souree2 field in 
this format is s + e + 1. 

Overlap The fields souree1 and source2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same format. 
It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 
test-flag is set if zero is raised to a non-positive power; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose eonte:r:t-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the eurrent-vp-set do 
if conte:r:t-flag[le] = 1 then 

dest[le] +- source1 [Ie ]'Du,.cd[k] 

if souree1[1e] = 0.0 and souree2[1e].real :5 0.0 
and source2[1e].imag = 0.0 then 

test-flag[ Ie] +- 1 
else test-flag[ Ie] +- 0 
if (overflow occurred in processor Ie) then overflow-flag[le] +- 1 

The souree1 field (the base) is raised to the power souree2 (the exponent), using exp and 
1n operations. 
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The result is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. 

The constant operand source2-tJalue should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic coercion is performed if necessary). Before the operation is performed, the con
stant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by sand e. 
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C-S-POWER 

Raises a complex number to a signed integer power. 

Formats eM: c-s-power-3-2L 
eM: c-s-power-2-2L 
eM: c-s-power-constant-2-1L 
eM: c-s-power-constant-3-1L 

dest, source1, source2, slen!, s, e 
destlsource1, source2, slen2, s, e 
destl source1, source!-value, s, e 
dest, souree1, source2-value, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

source1 The complex base field. 

source2 The signed integer exponent field. 

source!-value A signed integer immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and souree1 
fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 2( s + e + 1). 

slen2 The length of the source2 field. This must be no smaller than 2 
but no greater than. eM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

Overlap The fields source1 and source! may overlap in any manner. However, the 
source2 field must not overlap the dest field, and the field source1 must be 
either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two complex fields are 
identical if they have the same address and the same format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 
test-flag is set if zero is raised to a negative power; otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose eonte~t-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the eU7Tent-vp-set do 
if conte~t-ftagf.k] = 1 then 

dest[k] _ souree1 [k ].o""c:d[lcj 

if source1 [k] = 0.0 and source2[k] < 0 then 
test-ftagf.k] - 1 

else test-flag[k] - 0 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-ftagf.k] - 1 

The souree1 field (the base) is raised to the power source! (the exponent), using repeated 
multiplications. 
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The result is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. 
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C-U-POWER 

Raises a complex number to an unsigned integer power. 

Formats eM: c-u-power-3-2L 
eM: c-u-power-2-2L 
eM: c-u-power-constant-2-1L 
eM: c-u-power-constant-3-1L 

dest, sourcel, source2, slen2, s, e 
destl sourcel, source2, slen2, s, e 
destl source1, source2-value, s, e 
dest, source1, source2-value, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex base field. sourcel 

source2 The unsigned integer exponent field. 

source2-value An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the 
second source. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and soureel 
fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 2( s + e + 1). 

slen2 The length of the source2 field. This must be non-negative and no 
greater than eM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

Overlap The fields souree1 and source2 may overlap in any manner. However, the 
source2 field must not overlap the dest field, and the field sourcel must be 
either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two complex fields are 
identical if they have the same address and the same format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose eontezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the eurrent-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then 

desk[k] _ soureel[k]'OUrcd[1ej 

if (overflow occurred in processor k) then over}low-flag(k] - 1 

The souree1 field (the base) is raised to the power source2 (the exponent), using repeated 
multiplications. 

The result is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. 
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S-U-POWER 

Raises a signed integer to a unsigned integer power. 

Formats CM: s-u-power-3-3L 
CM: s-u-power-constant-2-1L 
CM:s-u-power-constant-3-1L 
CM: s-u-power-constant-3-2L 

dest, sourcd, source2, dlen, slen1, slen2 
dest/source1, source2-value, len 
dest, source1, source2-value, len 
dest, source1, sourcd-value, dlen, slen1 

Operands dest The signed integer destination field. 

The signed integer base field. source1 

source2 The unsigned integer exponent field. 

source2-value An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the 
second source. 

len 

dlen 

slen1 

slen2 

The length of the dest, source1, and source2 fields. This must 
be no smaller than 2 but no greater than CM: *maximum-integer
length*. 

For CM:s-u-power-3-3L and CM:s-u-power-constant-3-2L, the length 
of the dest field. This must be no smaller than 2 but no greater 
than CM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

For CM: s-u-power-3-3L and CM: s-u-power-constant-3-2L, the length 
of the source1 field. This must be no smaller than 2 but no greater 
than CM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

For CM:s-u-power-3-3L, the length of the source2 field. This 
must be non-negative and no greater than CM: *maximum-integer
length*. 

Overlap The fields source1 and source2 may overlap in any manner. However, source1 
must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field while source2 must 
be disjoint from the dest field. Two integer fields are identical if they have 
the same address and the same length. 

Flags overflow-flag is set if the result cannot be represented in the destination field; 
otherwise it is cleared. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
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if contezt-flag[k] = 1 then 
if source2 [k] = 0 then 

dest[k] +- 1 
else 
dest[k] +- (source1[kW°tlne!["] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag[k] +- 1 
else overflow-fla!l.. k] +- 0 

The source1 field (the base) is raised to the power source2 (the exponent). If the exponent 
is zero, the result is always 1. 

The result is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. 

The overflow-flag may be altered by these operations. If overflow occurs, then the destina
tion field will contain as many of the low-order bits of the true result as will fit. 

The constant operand source2-value should be an unsigned integer front-end value. The 
operation is performed properly in aU cases; the constant need not be representable in the 
number of bits specified by len. 
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U-S-POWER 

Raises a unsigned integer to a signed integer power. 

Formats CM: u-s-power-3-3L 
CM: u-s-power-constant-2-1L 
CM: u-s-'power-consta nt-3-1 L 
CM: u-s-power-constant-3-2L 

dest, souree1, source!, dlen, slenl, slen! 
dest/ souree1, source!-l1alue, len 
dest, soureel, source!-l1alue, len 
dest, soureel, source!-l1alue, dlen, slenl 

Operands dest The unsigned integer destination field. 

The unsigned integer base field. 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

source 1 

source! The signed integer exponent field. 

source!-l1alue A signed integer immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

len The length of the dest, souree1, and sourcd fields. This must 
be no smaller than 2 but no greater than CM: *maximum-integer" 
length*. 

dlen For CM: u-s-power-3-3L and CM: u-s-power-constant-3-2L, the length 
of the dest field. This must be non-negative and no greater than 
CM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

slenl For CM: u-s-power-3-3L and CM: u-s-power-constant-3-2L, the length 
of the sourcel field. This must be non-negative and no greater 
than CM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

slen! For CM:u-s-power-3-3L, the length of the source! field. This must 
be no smaller than 2 but no greater than CM: *maximum-integer
length*. 

The fields soureel and source! may overlap in any manner. However, sourcel 
must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field while source! must 
be disjoint from the dest field. Two integer fields are identical if they have 
the same address and the same length. 

ol1erflow-flag is set if the result cannot be represented in the destination field; 
otherwise it is cleared. 

test-flag is set if zero is raised to a negative power; otherwise it is cleared. 

This operation is conditional. The destination and Hags may be altered only 
in processors whose eontezt-flag is 1. 
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Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-ftag(k] = 1 then 

test-flag(k] - 0 
if sourcel [k] = 0 then 

test-ftag[k] - 1 
if source~[k] < 0 then 

dest[k] -l1 + soureel[k]l,ound[1c]IJ 

else if souree~[k] = 0 then 
dest[k] -1 

else 
dest[k] _ (sourcel[k»,ound[1c] 
if (overftow occurred in processor k) then overjlow-ftag(k] - 1 
else overjlow-ftai. k] - 0 

The sourcel fteld (the base) is raised to the power source~ (the exponent). If the exponent 
is negative, the result is the truncation of the reciprocal of souree1 raised to the absolute 
value of souree~. If the exponent is zero, the result is always 1. 

The result is stored into the memory fteld dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory ftelds or constants; in some cases the destination fteld initially contains 
one source operand. 

The over/lo1D-flag and test-flag may be altered by these operations. If overflow occurs, then 
the destination fteld will contain as many of the low-order bits of the true result as will ftt. 
H, in any particular processor, an attempt is made to raise zero to a negative power, the 
test flag in that processor is set. 

The constant operand soured-value should be a signed integer front-end value. The op
eration is performed properly in all cases; the constant need not be representable in the 
number of bits specifted by len. 
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U-U-POWER 

Raises an unsigned integer to an unsigned integer power. 

Formats CM: u-u-power-3-3L 
CM: u-u-power-2-lL 
CM: u-u-power-3-1L 
CM: u-u-power-constant-2-1L 
CM: u-u-power-constant-3-1L 
CM: u-u-power-constant-3-2L 

dest, source1, sourcef~, dlen, slen1, slen2 
destlsource1, source2, len 
dest, source1, source2, len 
destlsouree1, source2-value, len 
dest, source1, source2-value, len 
dest, source1, source2-value, dlen, slenl 

Operands dest The unsigned integer destination field. 

The unsigned integer base field. 

Overlap 

, Flags 

Context 

sourcel 

source2 The unsigned integer exponent field. 

source2-value An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the 
second source. 

len The length of the dest, souree1, and source2 fields. This must be 
non-negative and no greater than CM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

dlen For CM:u-u-power-3-3L and CM:u-u-power-constant-3-2L, the length 
of the dest field. This must be non-negative and no greater than 
CM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

slenl For CM: u-u-power-3-3L and CM: u-u-power-constant-3-2L, the length 
of the sourcel field. This must be non-negative and no greater than 
CM: *maximum-integer-Iength*. 

slen2 For CM: u-u-power-3-3L, the length of the source2 field. This 
must be non-negative and no greater than CM:*maximum-integer
length*. 

The fields sourcel and source2 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two integer 
fields are identical if they have the same address and t~e same length. ,It is 
permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

overflow-flag is set if the result cannot be represented in the destination field; 
otherwise it is cleared. 

This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose context-flag is 1. 
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Definition For every virtual processor k in the eurrent-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag[k] = 1 then 

if source2 [k] = 0 then 
dest[k] -1 

else 
dest[k] _ (source1[kD-otlree.l[1e] 
if (overfiow occurred in processor k) then overflow-flag[k] - 1 
else overflow-flag[ k] - 0 

The souree1 field (the base) is raised to the power source2 (the exponent). If the exponent 
is zero, the result is always 1. 

The result is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands 
to be either memory fields or constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains 
one source operand. 

The overflow-flag may be altered by these operations. If overB.ow occurs, then the destina
tion field will contain as many of the low-order bits of the true result as will fit. 

The constant operand source2-value should be an unsigned integer front-end value. The 
operation is performed properly in all cases; the constant need not be representable in the 
number of bits specified by len. 
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C-READ-fROM-PROCESSOR 

Reads the source field of a single specified processor as a complex number and returns it to 
the front end. 

Formats result - CM:c-read-from-processor-lL send-address-value, source, len 

Operands send-address-value An immediate operand, the send address of a single 

Result 

source 

s, e 

particular processor. 

The complex source field. 

The significand and exponent lengths for the source field. The 
total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1); 

A complex number, the contents of the source field in the specified virtual 
processor. 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the contezt-flag. 

Definition RetUl1l source [ send-address-value] to front end 

The source field of the processor whose send address is the immediate operand 
send-address-value is read and returned as a floating-point number to the front end. 
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C-RECIPROCAL 

Calculates the reciprocal of a complex number. 

Formats CM:c-reciprocal-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-reciprocal-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2( s + e + 1). 

Overlap The .ource field must be either disjoint from or identical to the de.t field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags O11erflow-jl4g is set iffioating point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

test-jl4g is set if divistion by zero occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flags may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jl4g is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the CU1Tent-l1p-.et do 
if contezt-flag(le] = 1 then 

dest [Ie] +- .ou!e [IC) 

A reciprocal of the complex source field is place in the complex dest field. 
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REDUCE-WITH-C-ADD 

Within each scan class one particular processor (if it is selected) receives the sum of the 
complex source fields from all the selected processors in that scan class. 

Formats CM:reduce-with-c-add-lL dest, source, am, s, e, to-coordinate 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

I, e 

An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

to-coordinate An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the 
NEWS coordinate along am indicating which element of the scan 
class, if any, is to receive the result. 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the delt field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose conte%t-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the CU7Tent-l1p-set do 
if conte%t-flag{le] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( CU7Tent-l1p-set) 
let Cr. = scan-subclass(g, Ie, azis) 
if e%tract-news-coordinate(g, a%is, Ie) = to-coordinate then 

dest[k] - ( E source[m]) 
meC. 

where scan-subclass is as defined on page 36 of the Paris Reference ManuaL 

See section 5.16 beginning on page 34 for a general description of reduce operations. The 
CM:reduce-with-c-add operation combines source fields by performing complex addition. 

The operation CM: reduce-with-c-add-lL differs from CM:spread-with-c-add-lL only in that 
the result is stored in (at most) one processor of the scan class rather than in all selected 
processors of the scan class. 
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REMOVE-FIELD-ALIAS 

Removes the specified alias field-id from the field to which it refers, leaving the field intact. 

Formats CM: remove-field-alias alias-id 

Operands alias-id An alias field-id. This must be an alias field-id returned by 
CM: make-field-alias. 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the contezt-fla.g. 

Removing an alias field-id does not affect the memory field to which it refers. 
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F-F-ROUND 

Rounds each source field value to the nearest integer value and stores the result as a floating
point number in the destination field. 

Formats CM:f-f-round-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:f-f-round-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

The floating-point source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is s + e + 1. 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the 
same format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the CUfTent-l1p-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- sign(source) x round(source[k]) 

The source field, treated as a floating-point number, is rounded to the nearest intege and 
the result is stored in the dest field as a floating-point number. 

If the source field value is exactly midway between two integers, then it is rounded to the 
even integer. 
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SCAN-WITH-C-ADD 

The destination field in every selected processor receives the. sum of the complex source 
fields from processors below or above it in some ordering of the processors. 

Formats CM:scan-with-c-add-lL dest, source, azis, s, e, direction, inclusion, smode, sbit 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

source The complex source field. 

azis An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the number 
of a NEWS axis. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

direction Either: upward or : downward. 

inclusion Either: exclusive or : inclusive. 

smode Either : none, : start-bit, or : segment-bit. 

sbit The segment bit or start bit (a one-bit field). 

Overlap The fields source and sbit may overlap in any manner. However, the sbit field 
must not overlap the dest field, and the field source must be either disjoint 
from or identical to the dest field. Two integer fields are identical if they have 
the same address and the same length. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-1Jp-set do 
if contezt-flag(k] = 1 then 

let 9 = geometry( current-1Jp-set) 
let SIc = scan-subset(g, k, azis, direction, inclusion, smode, sbit) 
if IS,.I = 0 then 

dest[k] +- 0 
else 

dest[k] +- ( E source[m1) 
meS. 

where scan-subset is as defined on page 36 of the Paris Reference Manual. 
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See the section beginning on 34 for a general description of scan oper'!Ltions and the effect 
of the azis, direction, inclusion, smode, and sbit operands. 

The eM: scan-with-c-add operation combines source fields by performing complex addition. 
If the scan subset for a selected processor is empty, then the complex value +0.0 is stored in 
the dest field for that processor. Note that this can occur only when the inclusion argument 
is :exclusive. 
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SEND-WITH-C-ADD 

Sends a message from every selected processor to a destination processor. Each selected 
processor may specify any processor as the destination, including itself. A destination 
processor may receive messages even if not selected, and all the destination processors may 
be in a VP set different from the VP set of the source processors. Messages are all delivered 
to the same address within each receiving processor. All incoming messages are combined 
with the destination field using complex addition. 

Formats CM:send-with-c-add-1L dest, send-address, source, s, e, notify 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

send-address The field containing a send-address that indicates which pro-

source 

s, e 

notify 

cessor is to receive the message. 

The complex source field. 

The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

The notification bit (a one-bit field). 

Overlap The send-address and source may overlap in any manner. The dest field may 
overlap with the send-address or source but, if it does, then it is forbidden to 
send a message to a selected processor. In other words, the dest may overlap 
with the send-address or source only if at most one of them will be used within 
each processor. 

Context This operation is conditional, but whether a message is sent depends only on 
the contezt-ftag of the originating processor; the message, once transmitted 
to the receiving processor, is combined with the deBt field regardless of the 
contezt-ftag of the receiving processor. The notify bit may be altered in all 
processors regardless of the value of the contezt-ftag. 

Definition Let P = { m I 0 :5 m :5 CM: *user-send-address-limit* } 
For every virtual processor k in vp-set( dest) do 

let Sic = { m I me P A contezt-ftag(m) = 1 A send-address[m) = k} 
if IS,.I = 0 then 

if notify[k) '¢. CM: *no-field* then notify[k) - 0 
else 

if notify[k] '¢. CM: *no-field* then notify[k] - 1 

dest[k) - dest[k) + ( E source[m)) 
meS. 
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For every selected processor p" a message length bits long is sent from that processor to the 
processor Pd whose absolute send address is stored at location send-address in the memory 
of processor P._ The message is taken from the source field within processor P. and is stored 
into the dest field within processor Pd-

The CM:send-with-c-add operation adds incoming messages to the dest field, treating all 
quantities as complex numbers. To receive the sum of only the messages, the destination 
area should initially be set to zero in all processors that might receive a message. 
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SET -FIELD-ALIAS-VP-SET 

Sets the VP set of the specified alias field-id to the specified VP set. 

Formats CM: set-field-alias-vp-set alias-id, vp-set 

Operands alias-id An alias field-id. This must be an alias field-id returned by 
CM:make-field-alias. This alias id need not be in the current VP 
set. 

11p-set A vp-set-id. This need not be the current VP set. 

Context This operation is unconditional. It does not depend on the conte~t-ftag. 

This function sets the VP set of alias-field to vp-set. 

An error is signaled if the physical length of the aliased field is not exactly divisible by the 
VP ratio of 11p-set. (See the definitions of CM:make-field-alias for more information about 
the physical length of an aliased field.) 
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C-C-SIGNUM 

The signum of the complex source field is stored in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-c-signum-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-c-signum-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(" + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces'
sors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-jlag(le] = 1 then 

dest[le] .... .signum(source[le]) 

The signum of a complex number is a complex number of the same phase but with unit 
magnitude, unless the numer is a complex zero, in which case the result is a complex zero. 
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C-SIN 

The sine of the complex source field is placed in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-sin-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-sin-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Op erands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags overflow-flag is set iffioating point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and Hag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-jlag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the cUM'ent-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag[ k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- sinsource[k] 
if (overflow occurre'd in processor k) then overflow-flag[k] +- 1 

The sine of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 
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The hyperbolic sine of the complex source field is placed in the complex destination field. 

Formats CM:c-sinh-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-sinh-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Flags o1Jerflow-flag is set iffioating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor Ie in the current-1Jp-set do 
if contezt-flag{le] = 1 then 

dest[le] +- sinhsource[le] 

The hyperbolic sine of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 
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5 P READ-WITH-C-AD 0 

The destination field in every selected processor receives the sum of the complex source 
fields from processors below or above it in some ordering of the processors. 

Formats CM: spread-with-c-add-IL dest, source, azis, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e 

An unsigned integer immediate operand to be used as the the 
number of a NEWS axis. 

The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces-
sors whose contezt-flag is 1. . 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag[k] = 1 then 

let Cle = scan-subclass(k, {azis}) 

dest[k] 4- ( E source[m]) 
meC. 

where scan-subclass is as defined on page 36 of the Paris Reference ManuaL 

See the section beginning on page 36 for a general description of spread operations. The 
CM:spread-with-c-add operation combines source fields by performing complex addition. 

A call to CM:spread-with-c-add-1L is equivalent to the sequence 

CM: scan-with-c-add-lL dest, source, a:ns, s, e, : upward, : inclusive, : none, dont-care 
CM:scan-with-copy-lL dest, source, azis, 2 x (s + e + 1), :downward, :inclusive, :none, dont-care 

but may be faster. 
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SQRT 

C-SQRT 

Calculates the square root of the complex source field and places it in the complex destina
tion field. 

Formats CM:c-sqrt-l-lL dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-sqrt-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. 

The complex source field. source 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest and source fields. 
The total length of an operand in this format is 2(s + e + 1). 

Overlap The source field must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. 
Two complex fields at'e identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination may be altered only in proces
sors whose contezt-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the cU1Tent-vp-set do 
if contezt-flag{k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- ..; source 

In each selected processor, the square root of the source field value is placed in the dest 
field. 
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SUBF-CONST -MULT 

F-SUBF-CONST-MULT 

Calculates a value (6 - a):e and places it in the destination. 

Formats CM:f-subf-const-mult-lL dest, source1, soured-value, source3, s, e 
CM:f-subf-const-mult-const-lL dest, souree1, source~-value, souree3-value, s, e 

Operands dest The floating-point destination field. 

source1 The floating-point first source (subtrahend) field. 

source~-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the second 
source (minuend). 

source3 The floating-point third source (multiplier) field. 

source3-value A floating-point immediate operand to be used as the third 
source (multiplier). 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, souree1, souree2, 
and source3 fields. The total length of an operand in this format 
iss+e+1. 

Overlap The fields source1 and source3 may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
floating-point fields are identical if they have the same address and the same 
format. It is permissible for aU the fields to be identical. 

Flags overjlow-flag is set if floating-point overflow occurs; otherwise it is unaffected. 

Context This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose conte:et-flag is 1. 

Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-vp-set do 
if conte:et-flag(k] = 1 then 

dest[k] +- (souree~-value[k] - source1[kD x source3[k] 
if (overflow occurred in processor k) then overjlow-ftag(k] +- 1 

The operand souree1 is subtracted from soured-value, treating them as floating-point num
bers, and then the difference is multiplied by a third operand source3. The result is stored 
into memory. The various operand formats allow operands to be either memory fields or 
constants. 

The constant operands source~-value and source3-value should be double-precision front
end values (in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed ifnecessary). The constants are then 
converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e before the operation is performed. 
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A call to CM:f-subf-const-mult-1L is equivalent to the sequence 

CM:f-subfrom-constant-3-1L dest, source1, source2-value, s, e 
CM:f-multiply-3-1L dest, dest, source3, s, e 

but may be faster. 
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SUBTRACT 

C-SUBTRACT 

The difference of two complex source values is placed in the destination field. 

Formats CM: c-subtract-2-1L 
CM:c-subtract-always-2-1L 
CM: c-subtract-3-1L 
CM: c-subtract-always-3-1 L 
CM:c-subtract-constant-2-1L 
CM: c-subtract-const-always-2-1L 
CM: c:-su btrac:t-c:onstant-3-1L 
CM: c-subtract-c:onst-always-3-1 L 
CM: c-subfrom-2-1L 
CM: c:-subfrom-always-2-1L 
CM: c:-subfrom-c:onstant-2-1L 
CM: c-subfrom-const-always-2-1L 
CM: c-subfrom-c:onstant-3-1L 
CM: c-subfrom-const-always-3-1 L 

deBt! source1, souree!, s, e 
dest! source1, souree!, s, e 
dest, souree1, source!, s, e 
dest, souree1, source!, s, e 
dest! souree1, souree!-value, s, e 
dest! source1, souree!-value, s, e 
dest, souree1, source!-value, s, e 
dest, source1, souree!-value, s, e 
dest! source!, souree1, s, e 
dest! source!, source1, s, e 
dest!source!, souree1-value, s, e 
dest! source!, souree1-value, s, e 
dest, source!, source1-value, s, e 
dest, souree!, souree1-value, s, e 

Operands dest The complex destination field. This is the difference, the result of 
the subtraction operation. 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

source1 The complex first source field. This is the minuend. 

source1l The co~plex second source field. This is the subtrahend. 

souree1-value A complex immediate operand to be used as the first source. 

source!-value A complex immediate operand to be used as the second 
source. 

s, e The significand and exponent lengths for the dest, souree1, and 
souree! fields. The total length of an operand in this format is 
2(s+e+1). 

The fields source1 and source! may overlap in any manner. Each of them, 
however, must be either disjoint from or identical to the dest field. Two 
complex fields are identical if they have the same address and the same fonnat. 
It is permissible for all the fields to be identical. 

overflow-flag is set iffloating-point overflow occursj otherwise it is unaffected. 

This operation is conditional. The destination and flag may be altered only 
in processors whose contezt-flag is 1. 
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Definition For every virtual processor k in the current-fJp-set do 
if contezt-jlo.g( k] = 1 then 

dest[k] - sourcel[k] - source2[k] 

SUBTRACT 

if (overflow occurred in processor k) then of1erjlow-jfag[k] - 1 

The operand source2 is subtracted from souree1, treated as as complex numbers. The result 
is stored into the memory field dest. The various operand formats allow operands to be 
either memory fields are constants; in some cases the destination field initially contains one 
source operand. The "subfrom" operations allow for the destination to be subtracted from 
the other operand, or for a memory field to be subtracted from an immediate value. 

The constant operand soureel-fJalue or source2-fJalue should be a double-precision complex 
front-end value (in Lisp, automatic coercion is performed ifnecessary). Before the operation 
is performed, the constant is converted, in effect, to the format specified by s and e. 
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TAN 

Formats 

C-TAN 

CM:c-tan-l-1L de8t/8ource, S, e 
CM:c-tan-2-1L dest, source, s, e 

Operands deBt The compJe;x destination.:fi~d. 

The complexso~ce fi~~.,: " ' 80Urce 

""e 
dl~;"j~~ S<.~Ij.i"t}t~ ; .... '.).. ,~.l 

, The ~isp:j:ijc~, ~d e~9D,eJ,\,t,l~gths for the de8t and source fields. 
,The'·t¥atJ~gtb.,of::,ap. QP~~diP this format is 2(B + e + 1). 
<-"l,j n· ,\ ~ ... ,. ,1..-., : -;:l.f'!- ':f~ ~. 

Overlap The source fi~4p1~t,(b~,.!~~.t~joint"Jrom. or identical to the deBt field. 
Two compleX,fields "e ictenn~~lJf:t1~~f'have ,the same address and the same 
format. ",' oj, 

Flags, o~flo,W:"jlGgPc~~t.j(,~f?&t~-iPo.w.t ~verfl~w:o(curs; otherwhle it is unaffected. 
""" .. ' :!$_ ," J ~'«.... .; ~fifl ;,,:'..: :1,: .-

Context This,op~.,a~~o.ll'~c,~~~,!~':'T~1!.,destination ~dftag JIYlY be ~tered only 
j inproces$ori whdseI ci>ntezt-fla9,is.l.' :'.' ';,;,,,,',' '.~~" ,,' 

.1 ~;:~ ;:i\:\, -\ ~,~~ :,' ' r: .\.. ' 

Definition For every, yirtllatpJiO~~or Ie ~tl).e7.c1trrent-vp....8et do 
if contezt-flag(lc] :;:"11hen " '" 

de8t [Ie] +- tan Bource[ Ie ] 
if (overflow occurred in processor Ie} then overflow-ftag{k] +- 1 

The tangent of the value of the 80urce field is stored into the de8t field. 
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TAN'R 

C!TANH 

Calculates the complex hyperboUc ·¥~t"-bl·tii~. i'Otli-C'e field val~~~dstores the result 
in the complex destinati~~ .. fi~~~, ' ," . 

Formats CM:c-tanh-l-1L dest/source, s, e 
CM:c-tanh-2-1L dest, source, S, e .~. 

Operands dest 
. ~." ' .... ' . ',' ,':.:1 i .fT ..... 

The compla Ciestfuation fie1d~; "rt,:" '." 

Overlap 

Flags 

Context 

Definition 

source 
,J. ~ ~ :.::.:;.J ,.~ ; -:. J .•. ~. 

The complex s~~ce field. ,;, ;!'~;' _.J 

s, e 
(. 

<. ~.:,,' :. 'r7".'"~" ',,;" "il,.~:~.:. ~l..,~'~~ .~~ 

The st8rii1ie~:;ma expQnet«'leugt~ for the dest and source fields. 
The totaPtengfu>'of"mfoptl:atid,:ilp;thls format is 2(s + e + 1). 

t''I~,'~''):f.,;:''.'.''~'''f''1,;'9-~)' ~~.~ 4:"', " . 

The source field mu.slJ:b.e~~hiW1,.m$jbhtt>,*,~"'br identical' ,to the "dest field. 
Two complex fields ~e",icrenti&ifReyllav~th'e?sameaddiess and the same 
format.' ... f!.. 

• j '-... r •.. '~ ';-{' ~!~,~',.'~ :-'. ~~ .. :[I;J,' ;.~ 't::l,t.7 .... ij .. ·().n.~ .. 
overflow-jlag is set iffloatffig~pc;mt~~OWloctfu'h;\Wtb:awm'e it is unaffected. 

This ~c:pa.ati6n ·is··~6itdit;io;.:ac i~~~~~t,i~ h~~g~~y be altered 'only 
in processors whose conteit-fliig iS~~.:~tnfjj··')F.:'l~.';' ·~'fOg""·)'i"· ;u ..•. 

--",,-'-",". .. .. ~--.------.".--... --. 

, " , .. 4'';' ~. -. ::;::;r C ·'O~i!gJO·H' • . y:::.," , 
For every virttoil· procen()t'~Fm the1:~,,*,.tet~,~o 

if contezt-jlag[k] = 1 then ,'., \ ....... " 

t. • .. ,,&, I, ~ ~ : .. ~ .,.'" 

h .~:~ ~>' 

dest[k] - tanhsource 

The hyperbolic tangent of the value of the source field is stored into the dest field. 
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VA X-TO-IEEE 

ConVerts the ftdatiligJ:lJehtt :source';fiad·: valua 'tiom-"V.AOCt :fto8.tin~point form.atr:to IEEE 
floating-point format and stores the result in the destination field. :': ;f ""1:'1 

......... _ .. ____ y: _ w·. _. 

l1az-SOUrce The floating-poinf~efietd:" 

len The length;ijttlf6l''';in-is~~d''leeei.i(Jest fields~ 'The value of len 

'nLCr,." ,~.'b ;;-:'..r: t):liiw ·,_,IP.~tp~~th~':'~"~~~~'{;':1'; /' ,,'''''/,",_,,',; 

Overlap, :,Ji',JI.'he\lfietds 'ieee.;d"':&nd,t1.~tm:e,ma1overJap'in~8.ny mannea' . 
• ' .. -.. ",'" ; ,-,' ~; ,1.t..J::"f.t ... ,~t ~L.:~·J .11: hltA1:\(:u ,Qj:' ·.~O f: _ ~lr~'li 

Flags 011erjlovJ-flag is set if the vax-source cannot be represented in the destination 
: r, " - \ I. ,,,1 fi.-e1d;dother.Nise it is cleared. ; 1fl..wQr~.9ouce',is the·;V AXi,~e.fined. variable", 

_________ . _____ the IEEE,des.tinatiDn.is aet1Q..N oN(all.!!s }_alUl, thfl ,Q~t:;/J&yIdJP.9.. is_ ,~~,~~d. 
VAX double precision format uses three more mantissa bits than the IEEE 
double precision format;u,s~~,~;h~ebit~,~~' ,iDW,Ir dt'p~p~:,d~Sif~~ con
version. The 011ef'jloW-jfD.g is always cleared for double-precision conversion. 

';,,~C~k:;; 1['hilopsatioD ." ,(loaditiQ~l~~'XtiI~gJ.iUW~: b,e, "~t~e4'>RJ!W ;iaipl'~C:essors 
whose con~,,!jLzg,.:a;;r' 'll,W~~ h:1.i:);t~qe '11n,i";!V:,:,H ,-- ,( . "l<;"'ff," 

('",.;_: ;1.f: ·~J..i}~ ~~ 1;<3'; -·(~1(:'·1) rj'.r:-ir.t:::tt<·~(f, ... ~,~,.t.tft)i .S !-n:; ~.\; c. :'~:'\ ", I.~·~ .. f"·~'T':··i'''''··· .?-', '. '1"1 L·~,£·.(, 

The eM operates internally on floating poin~ ciIl:ta in IEEE format whereas the VAX uses a 
VAX floating-point format. In each active processor, this function converts a floating-point 
field in VAX format to a field. in standard IEEE format. 

The value of len specifies the precision of l1az-source. If len is specified as 32, then VAX 'F' 
format is used. If len is specified as 64, then VAX 'D' format is used. 

VAX and IEEE floating-point formats are incompatible, so there are a number of potential 
inaccuracies in the translation. These are described in the flags description above. 

This instruction is useful for rapidly converting floating-point data from VAX to IEEE 
format. For example, if data is transferred from a VAX to a file in the eM file system, 
CM:f-vax-to-ieee-lL should be called after reading the data file. 

All Paris front end to eM data transfer functions automatically convert the data from the 
front-end format appropriately so it is not necessary to call CM: vax-to-ieee before calling, 
for instance, one of the write-to-news-array instructions. 

To convert data back to VAX floating-point format, see the definition of CM:f-ieee-to-vax
lL. 
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C-WRflIHltDFPAlQCESSOR 

Stores an:.lmmediatecompleXt xWJo.1jernoP_(kiW~\W;P.!tAe ~~j~)\lield ,o~ a~e 
specified processor. ,hbfi UobS;:;lJa~b 9.rb 111 j.: ?of<: 9rh ;oYIOJi' {.1lJ5 jEt',' !!( !.~r·;jf ::: 

Formats 

Operands send-address-vali~!F n:~~diate(loPvamr~!tIKe sendiad«bess;·bCa,single 

partt~d~:~$~qr·c d",j,;.60~! eJ!T 'n"l:,;'Y .~~,.t:" 

ilife$t· '.r; .' 'TJl~§p~t~~.~4t;;gJI!I; 9 f'Ii\'~, 

source-value A complexifuiriedraW:Ofi~aJit8be used as., the source. 

'~l'1!';l.)m '{fW'{rhe(sigaific"'laudi!dpQJlent~.f. ~_.kl~t'1ield. ,The t9tal 
. . length ~f an operand in this format is 2(8 + e + 1). 

'.' n~,t,x' ~!:i'lq"~ ",d ;;O;<,::W::O ,·Yu;m,U'l 9!!~ li 1:;1'; ei \:.r.l-\, ,','.' }~ •. " .i!;tI",I~ 

Context i 'HLThis 'opittatiolLis tim.mI.d.itioaaItIIt;daes,:nClt depead.t_ ~'1\.,M!nte:l:t-ftag. 
'~,~ ~ • h' . ,. fL ,.p ',' "., L ,"r'T""rY r:;"I£~'. : at \)tJ::U"'\:5(~ .. :\f'. )y9 'PiC' I.' &~,;,,·¥i'F. oJ 1'( ~! nn,1 1,oqa'p .Nr{L"1 Qg.!. 

, ';, (!srL cl~; d t'l",h :::, .. :r- !:l':l:om ~':n.rl;·, ~!'I'lli ;j.6n:.t:'i:i;~ n:oh:b~1q: $,kiuoL ). !.V 

Defiriition ":'~~t[~~!fttt~ki~S)~f,1Jlue] ~~o~~e£~tlfur·r.rnl.): DOt"..i)~".h; 9j~Oj'! 
;, '~-:-~.'nrrrv:.> .noHl.t'9~<q-~:lld!.rob 'lv) hemsI:) <,(sv-'ts at ~,.L.i'~-mt>?:."t~'I$';j !;rlT .JtOHU!'W 

The speeifileCl 'HVdi!.:t1WUl:!,S&' c'6Wip1ti1hMiJ)ert*ti~'iDtO th_:l4_«fieil iJI the'~e"8sor 
whose send address is the immediate operand send-adflAt~l1te~,(T(." 'ft<':,fJ" 

.... __ ............ _-----,,----------
The constant operand source-value should be a double-precision front-end value (in Lisp, 
automatic cOercion~ performed; if necessary)!f: i( '0 'I)ij~or. .::l.{~ tJj£!.n~;lj"· ,,. , 

··,c·,.' '.' 

<, ). 1/ f':'-·~}.' '! ,.::~[, ~1.S n9.ftl ,.'.3q~ ~j J"?: 1: .~;~)·tlSf):;',-5el)~ "jo ~l' .. ~ ... 1~:('"(q {').~> ~~~ ... L ..>f'tP: .t':t~: 10 c:;~,·;f.i~'if ~~Jf~r 

.. b!'jG,~J d J.6.:~'1\)! '<1 Zk'l n9rtc.l ~., bsLi.:...-;,i' < .r::" j,&~J;' "'~L"'.:1:o~ 

- r, 

.' 
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:~., :~':. ~s;n :;. ~ t.fi'i f. h. {) {).'nt i.~ fo: fi ;f·J/l V' al ,J (l "[~.J 
':":1.\J.'!o .... n'··~··!~ '00":;;" .. ~~ 1'!~)ll";·i!':';jfl' ... ·~..t~A ~n·t . .,., .... , •. ,.. 
'>'-'0"" •. r.·~ "~H , .. >i:! ".~ ... ,.!..,.", •.•• O' .• """\'::;:,.~., 

.:: .. :;trg,.;.~~t int~~·g(~r ~'::.;,:. 

dr."s t:iPi . .d:·h)rl> ,Heid.·· 

len Tn.;;, length of '.hB dt,·~t ('!fold. LhL '.:;\:,:~; tw 'l"tm-neg<.,: . 
grent.'.):t trian eM: J<rri<l:';r!i",m-;nt(;l~e •. -::;ngth'l'. 

~:. '. 

'I·\ .. · \\ignificand 1ma exp,-;,:v" .>ngth$ i,,::,~,. tL".' .,'I'.!>" :-:,·1((, 
t(ltalleTi of ';('xl ope:rtl.neJ. i.nd:th; .'r.~la .. c\.;; $+11' -+- J,., 

ot"f~1:fl()1J,~~Jla'ff k :",,!: if :: :;;1'; I esuttc.annot :·b~~ r;"1)l""!i;0rtt.~;t1 h, i;h~:~ ,L.ii,· f.ldl'i. '~(:""j 
~, ;,It is c l~;~;jJ·4;?!d .. 

• ,. ......... ''''' ... .,..-~-.,;.. .. ''e 

Th'-'l 
iJ:~; 

. ',:, ';'·j'·f d{; 

;' ,',' .... 

mwce field, tr,eatec \§ ft(ytl.. .rt:rtlnb,~t j J; C;.'lj~t:>: to Lin} )¥'·~I:~t,: 
. :F·~)f\H::t':., ;~.ndl:hf:l t.esiiif( L;'f~{jf~t:i lite; ;;h,e ;,1", :cS <.:t\ f.!/i;,. '. 


